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ABSTRACT

As our technology continues to increase, our iilitarv wishes to reduce the risk service members endure
by using unmanned vehicles. These unmanned vehicles will, over time, become more independent and
trustworthy in our operational military. The goal of this thesis is to improve the intelligence an unmanned
vehicle has in its decision making to keep up with ever increasing capabilities.

In this thesis, we assume an Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) is given tasks and must decide which
ones to perform (or not perform) in which order. If there is enough time and energy to perform all of the
tasks, then the UUV only needs to solve a traveling salesman problem to find the best order. We focus on
a tightly constrained situation, where the UUV must choose which tasks to perform to collect the highest
reward.

In prize collecting traveling salesman problems, authors are often dismissive about stochastic problem
parameters, and are satisfied with using expected value of random variables. In this thesis a more rigorous
probabilistic model is formulated which establishes a guaranteed confidence level for the probability the UUV
breaks mission critical time and energy constraints. The formulation developed takes the stochasticity of
the problem parameters into account and produces solutions which are robust.

The thesis first presents a linear programming problem which calculates the transition probabilities for a
specific route. This linear programming problem is then used to create a constraint which forces the UUV to
choose a route that maintains an appropriate confidence level for satisfying the time and energy constraints.
Once the exact model is created, heuristics are discussed and analyzed. The heuristics are designed to
provide "good"' solutions for larger sized problems and maintain a relatively low run time.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Background

The application of unmanned vehicles continues to expand and grow as new capabilities are demon-
strated. The vision for these unmanned vehicles includes roles such as surveillance, and reconnaissance,
as well as mine countermeasures. Specific missions, such as minefield detection and clearance as well as
improvised explosive devise disposal are roles that are perfectly suited for unmanned vehicles, as it reduces
risk to personnel. In some instances, such as mine hunting, unmanned vehicles are capable of performing
the role faster and with greater accuracy than humans.

The Navy Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) Master Plan [17] identifies several areas where research
and development continues to be required, and specifically discusses the development of autonomy as a
required research area. To ensure that the U.S. Navy maintains sea superiority, the development and
employment of the technologies surrounding the unmanned vehicles must continue at a pace to meet the
expected roles.

1.1. Problem Motivation

For aerial, and terrestrial unmanned vehicles, communication is capable to allow for human guidance.
For UUVs communication is only available when the vehicle or its antenna is above the surface of the water.
This requires UUVs to have a higher level of autonomy as compared to its counterparts. Along with a higher
mandatory level of autonomy comes a greater level of required trust. A UUV must be trusted to make the
right decisions, and follow specific guidelines with limited guidance. The most important axiom a UUV must
follow is it must not run out of the time and energy it has available. When a UUV is deployed for a mission,
it is given strict guidelines as to when and where to rendezvous for retrieval. If a UUV does not reach the
appropriate rendezvous point, manned ships are left guessing as to whether the UUV is late, or if it will
return at all. This could have catastrophic results such as adding significant risk to manned units. For this
reason, a UUV must be able to navigate through the mission in a way that it can be sure it reaches the
rendezvous point without running out of time or energy.

A UUV is given a number of tasks to complete and must choose which tasks to perform in which order
to be as efficient as possible with its time and energy. This thesis focuses on finding routes which the UUV
can follow that are robust. There are many interpretations of robustness but in this thesis we focus on
two main definitions. First, that with slight changes in problem parameters such as ocean current or area
bathymetry a UUV's route will not become infeasible, meaning these slight changes are not likely to cause
the UUV to break its time and energy constraints. Second, to conserve time and energy a UUV cannot
re-solve for new optimal routes often, so we want a route which remains near optimal for slight changes in
problem parameters. In this thesis we will formulate exact methods and heuristic for the UUV to find a
route which is robust.

1.2. Network Optimization Background

A graph G = (N, A) is a directed network defined by a node set N and an arc set A. We can assign flow
variables zij which represent the flow (of the UUV, energy, time, etc) across an arc (ij) E A. We associate
with each node i E N a number d(i) representing its supply/demand. To constrain the flow variables we
will establish constraints relating the flow in and out of a node i to the number d(i). Standard notation uses
flow out minus flow in for the constraint which is written as,

z ij - I: xji <,=,;> d(i) V I (E N.

(i~j)EA (j,i)EA



In matrix notation we write these |NI constraints with,

Bx <,=, > d.

For these flow constraints B is called the node-arc incident matrix where each column BM in the matrix

corresponds to the arc (i,j) E A. The column BM(i) has a +1 in the ith row, a -1 in the jth row, and the

rest of its entries zero. We will refer to a path problem as a situation where one unit of flow must go from a

node s to a node t. In a path problem d(s) = 1, d(t) = -1 and the rest of the entries in d are zero. For a

general flow problem we will call d the demand vector, where node i having a supply of a means d(i) = a,
and node i having a demand of a means d(i) = -a.

A time expanded version of a graph G is made up of copies of G at each time step, to account properly

for the evolution of the underlying system over time. An arc (i, j) e A moves down in the time expanded

graph to represent moving forward in time. The amount of time necessary to transit on an arc (i, j) is

represented by how far down the arc goes in the time expanded graph. In time expanded graphs there are

no arcs which go up in the graph because this represents going backward in time.

For a more in depth look at graphs and time dependent graphs see [1].

1.3. Outline

In Chapter 2, we present the basic problem the UUV faces and present a simple formulation as the basis

for the thesis. Once this formulation is established, we point out the flaws that the solutions are not robust,

and we cannot nearly encompass the circumstances of a real world problem. We use the simple formulation

as a stepping stone to build formulations for more realistically complex problems.

Chapter 3 uses a deterministic time expanded graph of the simple formulation to handle time dependent

no go zones which affect transit times for the UUV. We then point out how once again, this formulation

does not create a robust route for the UUV.
Chapter 4 takes the time expanded graph for the deterministic model and alters it to take the stochas-

ticity of the transit times into consideration. This formulation is the main contribution of this thesis. The

stochastic time expanded formulation is designed to give the UUV a confidence level for whether or not

the time constraint will be broken. Since the formulation takes into account the stochasticity of problem

parameters it creates a route which is robust against small changes in these parameters. We then present

another more complex formulation which gives the UUV even more control over the route it chooses called

the route alteration formulation. Then we look at different objective functions for these formulations and

readdress the energy constraint for the UUV.
Chapter 5 contains analysis and heuristics of the proposed formulations. Analysis is only done on the

stochastic time expanded formulation and the route alteration formulation because these are considered the

main contributions of this thesis. We start this analysis by looking at the run time of the exact formulations.

Then we propose a nearest neighbor heuristic and analyze whether this type of heuristic would perform

similarly to optimal solutions or not. We also propose a rounding heuristic and analyze its performance as

compared to the exact formulations.
Chapter 6 Discusses the usefulness of this thesis, and whether the proposed formulations and heuristics

should be considered for application on board UUVs for real world problems. Then we proposes different

areas of further work available for this problem. First, we suggest further analysis which should be done for

the stochastic time expanded formulation and the route alteration formulation. Then we discuss how more

problem characteristics could be added to create a formulation which encompasses more real world issues.

The Appendix, explains a number of issues which we did not take the time to explain in the body of the

thesis. First we discuss the issue of overtaking in the deterministic time expanded graph and the stochastic

time expanded graph and how it can be assumed away. Second, we discuss a case when there is a simple

transformation between the deterministic time expanded graph and the stochastic time expanded graph.

Finally we included a lemma which gives us a way to combine two different optimization problems as one

equal optimization problem.



1.4. Common Terminology and Notation

" UUV - Unmanned Underwater Vehicle
" Route - A path or plan for the UUV to follow in connection with the decision variable y in all

formulations.
" v - Bold lower case letters used for vectors.
" A - Bold upper case letters used for matrices.
" B - Used as a node arc incident matrix.
" I - Identity matrix.

" B' - The transpose of B.
" S - Used to denote the start node.
" D - Used to denote the destination node.
" T - Total amount of time available for a mission in Chapter 2 and the total amount of time steps

available for a mission in Chapters 3 and 4.
" E - Total amount of energy available for UUV mission.
" G - The Decision Graph defined in 2.1 in connection with Formulation 2.2.1.
" Simple Formulation - Formulation 2.2.1
" (i.k, j.l) - An arc in the decision graph G.

* y - The flow variable for are (i.kj.l) in the decision graph G.
" y - Flow variable vector on decision graph G.
" Gd - Deterministic Time Expanded Graph defined in 3.2 in connection with Formulation 3.3.1.
" Deterministic Time Expanded Formulation - Formulation 3.3.1.
" G, - Stochastic Time Expanded Graph defined in 4.1 in connection with Formulation 4.3.7.
" Stochastic time Expanded Formulation - Formulation 4.3.7.
" Ga - Route Alteration Graph defined in 4.14 in connection with Formulation 4.4.1.
" Route Alteration Formulation - Formulation 4.4.1.
" (i.k.tj.l.s) - An are in the graphs Gd, G, and Ga.
* x. - The flow variable for arc (i.k.t, j.l.s) in the graphs Gd, G8 , Ga.i.k.t -

* x - Flow variable on deterministic and stochastic time expanded graphs.
" e - Vector of energy consumption parameters.
* z - Decision variable for route alteration in Formulation 4.4.1.

SZi.,kt - Route alteration decision variable for node i.k.t in Formulation 4.4.1.

* V "'- Represents the event the UUV transits on the arc (i.k.tj.l.s).
* Ui.k.t - Represents the event that the UUV visits node i.k.t.

" WV j.- Represents the event the UUV transits on the arc (i.k, j.1) in the decision graph G.
" Q* - Represents the event the UUV transits on the arc (i.k, j.l) in the decision graph G and

reaches the destination node D by time step T.
" Ri.k - Represents the event the UUV transits reaches node 1.k in the decision graph G and reaches

the destination node D by time step T.
" ri - Reward collected for performing task i.
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CHAPTER 2

The Simple Version of the UUV Problem

2.1. An Example Simple Problem

Let us first consider a specific situation to gain intuition on how we might formulate the simple version
of our problem. We will assume the UUV is launched at a start location, S, and there are two different
tasks, 1 and 2, the UUV can choose to perform and then must go to the destination location, D. Consider
the network shown in Figure 1(a) which depicts this situation. We will assume that the UUV will only travel
to a node if it performs the task at that location, and the UUV cannot perform a task more than once.
This means in the graph in Figure 1(a) the arcs going into nodes 1 and 2 represent not only physical transit
but also performing a task. Now let us create a graph where an arc either represents physical transit, or it
represents performing a task, but not both. We will split up nodes 1 and 2 into two different states, one
being before the task is performed and one being after the task is performed. The resulting graph is shown
in Figure 1(b). We will call the graph in Figure 1(b) the decision graph because our goal is to decide exactly
how the UUV should move in this graph. Specifically the decision graph as shown in Figure 1(b) has the
following meaning,

" Node S.1 is the start node for the UUV.
" Node 1.0 (2.0) represents the UUV being at the location for task 1 (2) but not yet performing task

1 (2).
" Node 1.1 (2.1) represents the UUV being at the location for task 1 (2) after performing task 1 (2).
" Node D.0 is the destination node for the UUV.
" Arcs of type (i.1,j.0) represent the physical transit between node i and node j.
" Arcs of type (i.0, i.1) represent performing the task at node i.

By splitting up nodes 1 and 2 we can clearly see that the decision graph is bipartite. If the UUV is at a
node of type i.0 it must go to node i.1 next, and if the UUV is at node i.1 it most go to a node of type j.0
next.

The UUV uses a certain amount of time and energy to transit on an arc. Consider the problem parameters
for time and energy in Example 1.

1.0 M 1)
K 1 /1 ~D.0

(a) UUV Initial Example Network (b) UUV Decision Graph

FIGURE 2.1. Example Problem Graphs



Example Problem 1

Arc (S.1, 1.0) (S.1, 2.0) (S.1, D.0) (1.0, 1.1) (1.1,2.0) (1.1, D.0) (2.02.1) (2.1,1.0) (2.1, D.0)

time 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

energy 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1

. The mission is 5 time units long, i.e. the UUV must be at node D.0 by time 5.
e0

e

e0

The UUV has 6 units of energy available for consumption.
The reward for completing task 1 is one.
The reward for completing task 2 is two.

We will formulate this route planning problem as a flow problem on the decision graph shown in Figure

1(b). Let,

y.k = the number of times the UUV transits on arc (i.kj.l)

The UUV is only allowed to complete a task once, which means it cannot travel on an arc of type (i.0. i.1)
more than once. This means that the UUV cannot reach node i.1 more than once. If the UUV were at a

node i.1 then it must choose a unique node j.0 to transit to next. Therefore, the UUV cannot transit on
j.1

arcs of type (i.1,j.0) more than once either. To meet these constraints we will make y binary, meaning Yi.k

is either 0 or 1 for all (i.k, j.) C A.
The decision variable y represents a route for the UUV to transit on in the decision graph G. We will

now establish different constraints the UUV must satisfy to have a feasible route.

The UUV must leave node S.1, so the flow out of node S.1 must be equal to one, which is written as,
1 0 2-)0 , D.0 I

Ys'.1+ Ys*. I tYs. 1.

The UUV must end at node D.0, so flow into node D.0 must be equal to one, which is written as,

_VD.O _ D.0 _ 1D._
ys.1 y1.1 y2.2 -

If the UUV goes to node i.k for i E {1, 2}, k E {0, 1}, then the UUV must also leave that node, so the

flow out must equal the flow in, which for each node is written as,

1.1 1.0 1.0
Y1.- YS.i - Y2.1 0
2.0 D.0 1.

y1. 1+ Y1i1 - Y1. 0

2.1 2.0 - 2-0 -0Y2.0 -ys.1 1.1 -

y2. + Y2i1 -Y2=.0

The constraints thus far are the flow constraints for the UUV for a path problem with source S.1 and

sink D.0.
The UUV has only a finite amount of time available so we must place a time constraint on the decision

vector y. For each are (i.k, j.l) if y -= 1 then the UUV is going to transit on the arc and we know how

much time will be used. So overall we know y must satisfy,

YI + 2y_ + 2yS? + y1: + Y + Yfi"O + + Y + Yi < 5.

Similarly the UUV has a finite amount of energy available so we have the following energy constraint,

1 0 0 1 /DO ..0 D. 2.1 1.0 D.06
Ys.i + 2y 2y + +1 2y1 y1i 0 + 2y + 2y21 + Y2.i 6.

Another circumstance which we must protect ourselves from is the formation of independent cycles in

the decision variable y. In this example if the total time and energy available were high enough the following

solution may be feasible,

Y = 1 y 1 y = 1 Y0 1 1 Yik - 0 for all other arcs



This solution has the UUV going from the start node to the destination node but also has it transiting
on the cycle 1.0 -+ 1.1 -+ 2.0 -> 2.1 -- 1.0. Obviously this situation is actually infeasible, so we must create
constraints to eliminate such cycles. We can do this using constraints used in formulations of the traveling
salesman problem which are written as,

V U C {S.1, 1.0, 1.1, 2.0,2.1, D.0} y < U 1
i.k ,j.l EU

If the UUV goes to node 1.0(2.0) it must go to node 1.1(2.1) next. This means we can ignore the arcs
which represent performing a task and eliminate cycles in arcs which represent physical transit. Furthermore,
we know there are no arcs going into node S.1 and no arcs going out of node D.0 so there cannot be a cycle
which contains either of these nodes. Hence, cycles can alternatively be eliminated with the constraints,

V U C {1,2} y0 <U - 1
ijEU

which for this small example is given by the single constraint y2 + y: . 1.
This constraint says that for any subset of nodes, the number of arcs in between these nodes the UUV

travels on must be less than or equal to the magnitude of the subset minus one. Thus, these constraints
eliminate the possibility of any cycle in the decision vector y.

We know we want to maximize the reward gained by completing tasks, so in this example the objective
function is written as,

maxy. + 2y .

Combining these constraints and the objective function, we have the following formulation,

max Y + 2y2

s.t. Ys. + Y±I +y = 1
D.0 D.0 D.0

/yS.1 Y1. 1 Y2.2 1
11 1 0 0YLo Ys.i 1 Y2.1

2. D0 110
y1.1 + Y1.i Y. 0

y .1 y . - 2 0
1.0 D0 2.1

Y. +Y2.1 Y 0
10 20 DO 11 20 DO '-)1 10 D0

Ys', + 2ys~ + 2 ys.,l + Yi*O + y1', + yl.j + Y2-0 + Y21+ Y42 0 < 5

Y.i+2ysI + y + yL + 2y + yi).O + 2y27* + 2y2.1 + Y2.1 < 6
2.0 1.0

Yii 1 2. 1 < 1
y binary

In this simple example it is easy to see the optimal solution. The UUV cannot do task 1 and then task
2 because it would use too much energy, and the UUV cannot do task 2 and then task 1 because it would
use too much time. So the UUV chooses to do only task 2 because it has a higher reward value than task
1. Solving this problem using the integer programming formulation we have constructed gives us the same
result.

2.2. The General Simple Problem

Assume we are given a start location, S, a destination location D and the location of tasks {1,...,n}
which the UUV can choose to complete. With this information we can build the initial physical graph that
corresponds to Figure 1(a) in Example 1. We assume that the UUV only transits to a node if it performs
the task. This means that arcs represent not only transit in between nodes, but the completion of tasks. As
in the example, we create a new graph which makes it so that an arc either represents transiting between
nodes, or performing a task, but not both.



Definition 2.1 (Decision Graph). We will refer to the decision graph as a graph with the following
structure.

* N = {S.1} J{i.Oi is a task} U{i.1|i is a task} U{D.0} is the node set for the decision graph.
" A = {(S.1,i.0)(i.0 c N}U{(i.O.,i.1)ji is a task}U{(i.1,j.0)li and j are tasks}U{(i.1, D.0)|i.1 C

N \ {S.1}} is the arc set for the decision graph.
e G (N, A) is the decision graph with node set N and arc set A.
e B will represent the node-arc incident matrix for the decision graph G.
" d will represent the demand vector for a path problem with source S.1 and sink D.0 on graph G.

For Example 1 the decision graph was shown in Figure 1(b). The decision graph represents the following

in our problem,

" Node S.1 is the start node for the UUV.
" Node i.0 represents the UUV being at the location of task i before performing task i.

* Node i.1 represents the UUV being at the location of task i after performing task i.

" Node D.0 is the destination node which the UUV must reach before the end time.

" Arcs of type (i.1, j.0) c A represent transiting from task i to task j.
* Arcs of type (i.0, i.1) E A represent performing the task at node i.

We call this the decision graph because our goal is to figure out the best way for the UUV to transit in

this graph to receive the most reward with the time and energy the UUV has available. As in the example

problem, the decision graph, G, is bipartite. Henceforth, we will refer to transit on arcs in the decision graph

knowing that some arcs represent performing tasks while others represent physical transit.

Now we will create notation for our problem and describe the parameters of our problem.

" E is the total amount of energy we have available to consume.

" T is the amount of time we have until we must reach the destination node.

" ri is the reward gained for completing task i.
" tI is the time it takes to go on arc (i.kj.l) E A, and t is the vector of transit times.

e e$ is the energy used to go on arc (i.k,j.l) E A, and e is the vector of energy consumption.

Now we create decision variables on each are in the decision graph,

y = the number of times the UUV transits on arc (i.k,j.l)

We will also refer to y as the vector of the decision variables yj. As in the example we will make y binary

to limit the number of times the UUV can complete a task to one.

Now we will construct constraints that the decision variables must satisfy. As in the example problem

we know that we must have a path from S.1 to D.0 so the first set of constraints are the flow constraints

given by,

By = d

We know that we have a limited amount of time and energy available so we must satisfy the constraints,

t'y < T

e'y < E

The last set of constraints needed are those which eliminate cycles. If we allowed cycles such as

(i.O, i.1,j.Oj.1, i.0) to be feasible we might get a reward for performing tasks i and j when in reality they

are not on the path from S.1 to D.O. We eliminate cycles in the same way it is done in traveling salesman

problem formulations with the constraints,

yk.Ak <1 U where U C N

(i.k,j.l)E A i.kj.1 C U



By construction, if the UUV goes to node i.0 it must go to node i.1 next. Furthermore, by construction
there are no arcs entering node S.1 and no arcs leaving node D.O. Similar to the example we can use these
facts to consolidate the cycle eliminating constraints to,

y 0< JUl - 1 where U C {1. n}
(i. 1,j.0) EAl i.j EU

We know we want to maximize the reward received for performing tasks so we get Formulation 2.2.1:

n

(2.2.la) max (r * yi.)

(2.2.1b) s.t. By = d

(2.2.1c) t'y < T

(2.2.1d) e'y < E

(2.2.le) 3 yi < |UI -I V U C {1...,n}
(i.1,j.0)EAlijE U

(2.2.lf) y binary

This formulation is simple and effective but does have considerable flaws in practice. If we were to
encounter this situation in reality the time and energy consumption values would be estimations, which
means the solution provided may not be robust. If we were to alter our example problem so that we now had
6 time units available for use, then the optimal solution would be to perform task 2 and then task 1. In this
case our time consumption constraint would be tight, so if any of the time consumption estimations were
too low the UUV may reach the destination node later than time 6. This situation could have catastrophic
results so we need to develop solutions which are robust.

Another deficiency with this formulation is its inability to deal with real world situations. In real world
situations, changing currents or time dependent no go zones may alter time and energy consumption values
throughout a mission, so we will develop a formulation which has the capability of modeling the time and
energy consumption values as functions of time.
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CHAPTER 3

Handling Time Windows

In this chapter, we will alter the basic formulation presented in Chapter 2 to address time windows for
transit in between nodes and for completing tasks. The inclusion of time windows is necessary for realistic
problems. There are areas which may only be entered at certain times of the day. For example, there could
be a shipping lane the UUV cannot enter at certain times throughout a day due to heavy commercial traffic.
In some cases the UUV can take a longer route around restricted areas, and in other cases there may be no
feasible route around the restricted areas.

3.1. Introduction

The way to efficiently model time windows is to create a time expanded graph which models the transit
times explicitly. Time expanded graphs use discrete time units, so we must assume we have appropriately
discretized time for the situation. Once we have discretized time, we will create the deterministic time
expanded graph by creating a copy of the nodes in the decision graph for each time step and inserting arcs
which explicitly model the transit times.

In the graph shown in Figure 3.1 we see how we will make copies of each node (except the start node)
for each time step. In Figure 3.1 we also see one example arc pointing from node i.k.t o node j.l.s. This
means that if the UUV leaves node i.k at time t headed for node j.l it will arrive there at time s. All of the
arcs we put in the deterministic time expanded graph will accurately represent the transit time needed to
travel in between nodes for specific departure times. This allows us to model changes in transit times that
are dependent on the departure time.

The overall goal is still to come up with a route, y, in the decision graph, G, as we did in the simple
model in Chapter 2. To do this we will establish a connection between the flow variables on the decision
graph and the flow variables on the deterministic time expanded graph, so that the UUV's route must take
the changing transit times into account.

3.2. Building the Graph

Now we will formally define how to build the time expanded graph. We first assume that we have
discretized time and we have T time steps available for the mission. In Chapter 2 T is the total amount of
time available but now (and in future chapters) we will use T as the number of time steps available with ot
as the step size.

When defining the arc set for the deterministic time expanded graph we only want to include "valid" arcs.
What we mean by this is that they accurately represent the transit time needed given the time dependent
no go zones.

Definition 3.1 (valid). An arc (i.k.tj.l.s) is valid if the following is true,

e It takes s - t time units to travel to j.l if the UUV leaves i.k at time t.
e (i.k,j.l) e A.

Definition 3.2 (Deterministic Time Expanded Graph). We will refer to the deterministic time
expanded graph Gd as a graph with the following structure.

* Nd = {i.k.t i.k G N \ {S.1} and 0 < t < T } U{S.1.0, D.1.T} is the node set for the deterministic
time expanded graph.
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0 S.1.0 1.0.0 1.1.0 ... i.k.0

1.0.1 1.1.1

1.0.2 1.1.2

. . . j.I.0

.. . j.I.1

... j.I.2
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... n.0.1 n.1.1 D.0.1

... n.0.2 n.1.2 D.0.2
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1.0.s 1.1.s

1.0.T 1.1.T

i.k. .. j.I.

i.k.s j.I.s

... j.I.T ...

n.0.t n.1.t D.0.t

n.0.s n.1.s D.O.s

n.0.T n.1.T D.0.T

FIGURE 3.1. Introductory Deterministic Time Expanding Graph

* Ad = {(i.k.t,j.l.s)|i.k.tj.l.s G Nd and the arc is valid}U {(D.O.t, D.1.T)|0 < t <

for the time expanded graph.

T} is the arc set

o Gd = (Nd, Ad) is the deterministic time expanded graph with node set NA and arc set Ad.

" Bd will represent the node-arc incident matrix for the deterministic time expanded graph Gd.

" dd will represent the demand vector for a path problem with source S.1.0 and sink D.1.T on graph

Gd.

The deterministic time expanded graph represents the following in our problem.

" Node i.k.t represents being at node i.k E N at time step t.

" Node D.1.T we use as the super sink node which represents the end of the mission.

" An arc (i.k.t,j.l.s) C Ad means the UUV can leave node i.k at time t and arrive at node j.l at time

s.

In words we create the deterministic time expanded graph in the following way,

" We know we start the mission at time 0, so we only include a copy of the start node S.1 for time 0.

" We include copies of all nodes in N other than S.1 for every time step 0 to T.

" We include destination node D.1.T to use as a super sink node for the UUV's route.

" We include arc (i.k.t, j.l.s) if it takes s - t time units to travel on arc (i.k, j.l) E A if the UUV

leaves at time t.
" We include arcs of type (D.0.t, D.1.T) to use D.1.T as a super sink node.

Now let us consider an example problem to help visualize the deterministic time expanded graph. Con-

sider example problem 2.
Example 2 is a two task problem so it has the same decision graph as shown in Figure 1(b). Now we

create the deterministic time expanded graph for the problem which is shown in Figure 3.2. We are claiming

that the deterministic time expanded graph satisfies the time constraints of the problem explicitly. Let us

look at the transit times from 2 to 1. Looking at the subgraph in Figure 3.3 we see the following properties,

T ime

. .. i. k. 1

. .. i.k.2

. .. iXkT



Example Problem 2

* S is the start node.
" D is the destination node.
" The UUV must choose whether or not to do tasks 1 and 2.
" We will again use the decision graph G = (N, A) as shown in Figure 1(b).
" The reward for completing task 1 is one.
* The reward for completing task 2 is two.
* The total amount of time available is 6 time units.
" The total amount of energy available is 7 energy units.

We will assume some of the transit times are constant. The constant transit times are shown in the table
below with the row representing the departure node and the column representing the destination node.

Node 1 2 D
S 1 2 2
1 N/A See Below 1
2 See Below N/A 1

The transit time necessary to travel between node 1 and node 2 depend on the departure time, and has the
following values,

Departure time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
From Node 1 to Node 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 3
From Node 2 to Node 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 1

" It takes one time unit to complete the task at node 1.
" It takes one time unit to complete the task at node 2.
* It takes as many energy units to transit on an edge as it does time units for all arcs except

(1.1.5, D.0.6) for which it takes two energy units.

" (2.1.0, 1.0.1) C Ad because it takes one time unit to transit from 2 to 1 if the UUV leaves at time
0.

" (2.1.1, 1.0.4) C Ad because it takes three time units to transit from 2 to 1 if the UUV leaves at time
1.

" (2.1.2, 1.0.4) c Ad because it takes two time units to transit from 2 to 1 if the UUV leaves at time
2.

" (2.1.3. 1.0.4) E Ad because it takes one time unit to transit from 2 to 1 if the UUV leaves at time
3.

* (2.1.4, 1.0.5) E Ad because it takes one time unit to transit from 2 to 1 if the UUV leaves at time
4.

* (2.1.5, 1.0.6) c Ad because it takes one time unit to transit from 2 to 1 if the UUV leaves at time
5.

" We do not include arcs such as (2.1.6,1.0.7) because the end time is 6.

All of the transit times for our example problem are explicitly part of the deterministic time expanded
graph by limiting the arc set of the graph to coincide with the transit time parameters.

Overtaking in a time expanded graph is when there are arcs (i.k.tj.l.s), and (i.k.t+,j.l.s-) E Ad where
t+ > t and s- < s which is explained further in A.1. This means that if the UUV leaves node i.k at time t
it will arrive at node j.l later than it would if it left at time t+, which is after time t. In A.1 we show there
is a simple transformation which allows us to assume there is no overtaking arcs in the graph Gd.

In the time expanded graph Gd, moving forward in time is represented by moving down in the graph.
Since the UUV cannot travel back in time, there are no arcs in Gd which go up in the graph. This means a
cycle can only occur in Gd if there are arcs which move strictly horizontally, which corresponds to staying
at a constant time t. If there were a cycle in graph Gd it would have to have the form (i1 .ki.t -* i2 .k2.t -

... -> iA.kA-t -+ il.kl.t), for a fixed time t which means that all of the transitions im.kn - in+1.kmn+1

take zero time. This would mean that it takes zero time to complete all of the tasks i 1, ... , in and it takes



FIGURE 3.2. Deterministic Time Expanding Graph

zero time to transit in between those tasks. Cycles like this do not appear in realistic situations, so we will

assume there are no cycles in the graph Gd. More formally, we will assume it takes at least one time unit to

complete a task to remove all possibility of cycles in graph Gd.
Using a time expanded graph allows us to not only make time windows inherit in the graph but it also

makes it much easier to incorporate small changes in transit times due to things like current and weather.

By using time expanded graphs to model transit times, the complexity of the transit times does not effect

the constraints or variables needed to solve the problem, just the construction of the time expanded graph.

3.3. The Formulation

We will use the deterministic time expanded graph to formulate our problem and maximize the reward

the UUV collects.
For the energy constraint we will assume we have the following problem parameters,

SC 1  is the amount of energy consumed if the UUV transits on arc (i.k.t, j.l.s) c Ad and we will

refer to e as the vector of these energy consumption values..

" E is the total amount of energy available for consumption.

The decision variables for this formulation will be flow variables on the graph Gd. Let,
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FIGURE 3.3. Deterministic Time Expanding Subgraph

x j.S = the number of times the UUV transits on arc (i.k.t, j.l.s)

We will also use variables on the decision graph G as we did in Chapter 2. Let,

j. 1

tsz(i.k.tj.I.s)EAd
We will refer to x and y as the vector of these variables.

As in Chapter 2 the variable y represents the number of times the UUV transits from i.k to j.l. As in
Formulation 2.2.1 we will force y to be binary to only allow the UUV to perform a task once. Forcing y to
be binary means that x must also be binary by the construction of y.

We know the UUV must start at node S and end at node D so we again have the flow constraints as in
Chapter 2,

By = d.

Similarly the UUV must go from node S.1.0 to node D.l.T in the deterministic time graph, which means
the UUV must satisfy,

BdX = dd.

We know we only have a limited amount of energy and we know how much energy is consumed if the
UUV transits on an arc in Ad, so the UUV's route must satisfy the constraint,

e'x < E.

Now consider Formulation 3.3.1:



max

s.t.

(3.3.la)

(3.3.1b)

(3.3.1 c)

(3.3.1d)

(3.3.le)

(3.3.lf)

n

(ri * yi)
i=1

By = d

Bdx = dd

>3 xj. = y V(i.kj.l) c A
sJt|(i.kJt j.l.s)EAA

e'x < E

y binary, x binary

Constraint 3.3.1c forces the UUV to go from the start node to the destination node. Constraints 3.3.1b

and 3.3.1d limit the number of times a task is performed to one. Constraint 3.3.le forces the UUV to satisfy

the energy constraint. The objective function, 3.3.1a, maximizes the reward the UUV collects for performing

tasks. The only constraint Formulation 3.3.1 is missing as compared to Formulation 2.2.1 are the constraints

to disallow cycles. We can, however, prove that no cycles can exist in a feasible solution since we have

assumed the graph Gd has no cycles. We prove this fact in three steps with Lemma 3.3, Corollary 3.4, and

Corollary 3.5. Lemma 3.3 uses the constraints of Formulation 3.3.1 to show a useful property of a feasible

x. Then Corollary 3.4 shows that a cycle in y means there is a cycle in x by using Lemma 3.3. Finally

Corollary 3.5 shows that by assuming there are no cycles in the graph Gd there cannot be a cycle in y or x.

Lemma 3.3. For feasible solutions y and x for problem 3.3.1, if 1 = x xi. ' .2 then t 2 = 1.

PROOF. Assume y and x are feasible solutions to Formulation 3.3.1 and 1 = xikt- x}I''.52. For a

contradiction assume t 2 / si. By constraint 3.3.1d we know 1 = . We know that forcing y to

be binary limits the number of times the UUV visits the node j.l to no more than once. Since y = 1 this

means y3 ,, = 0 for all j'.l' # i.k.
From constraint 3.3.1d this means x3,1, , = 0 if j'.l' f i.k. By assuming t2 f si it means the variables

X 2 and x a u lT wu
i.k.t, i.k.t' are unique for all 0 < t' < T. So we can conclude,

=y j.
t'sli~~ ~ks)~

> x7 + >3
ik t 'likti iEA

= X + >
i.k.t j s

= +x>1+j'.J'.t'|{ j .lJ1 ,j.l'.

> j l.2 + Xi .k' S2
- i.k.t 1 j.s1

j.l.s1
Xikt from 3.3.1d

x£ ik' because t 2 4 s1 we can separate the variables

j~l~slj.I.51
x I.~, because xj, , = 0 if j'.l' / i.k

1)r Aa1

xj- from 3.3.lc
' ) E A

Corollary 3.4. For feasible solutions y and x for problem 3.3.1, if there is a cycle in the flow variable y
then there is a cycle in the flow variable x.

PROOF. Assume y and x are feasible solutions for problem 3.3.1 and there is a cycle in the flow variable

y. Assume the cycle in y is described by,

ii.ki -+ i5.k 2 -+ . .- i.km-1 in.kn = ii.ki

1



Then by constraint 3.3.1d there exists times ti. si,tq, s.2,... tm- 1n IS-I such that,

__ i2 .k 2 .s1 i 3 .k 3 .S 2  
i .k,, - 1

1i.k 1 .ti ',i2 -- 1.- -1 - -1

Lemma 3.3 shows that si = t), s2 = t3 ,..., sm-2 - tm,-1, and sm-1 = ti. This implies that we have the

following cycle in the x variables,

ii.ji.ti a i.k 2 -t 9  ... Z jm i.k m-i1tm-i 1 ii.ki.ti.

Corollary 3.5 uses Corollary 3.4 and the assumption we have made that Gd contains no cycles to show
that a feasible y to problem 3.3.1 cannot contain a cycle.

Corollary 3.5. If there are no cycles in the graph Gd there cannot be a cycle in a feasible solution to problem
3.3.1.

PROOF. Assume no cycles exist in graph Gd. Therefore there cannot be a cycle in a feasible x. From
Corollary 3.4 we know if there is a cycle in y there is a cycle in x. Taking the equivalent contra-positive we
know from Lemma 3.4 no cycle in x implies no cycle in y. Since we know there is no cycle in x, there is no
cycle in y.

The deterministic problem is a special case of the stochastic problem, which will be formulated in Chapter
4. One of the results found when looking at the stochastic case is that if we relax Formulation 3.3.1 so that
0 < x < 1 instead of forcing x to be binary we get the same solution. This result is shown in Corollary 4.13.
It is unclear as to how to constrain x to find solutions faster, but it should be noted that we do have the
choice of making x binary, or 0 < x < 1.

In Chapter 2 we constructed Formulation 2.2.1 which had two main inadequacies, its inability to handle
time dependent no go zones, and its lack of robustness. With Formulation 3.3.1 we are able to handle time
dependent no go zones, but we may still get solutions which are not robust. The time consumption values
which we use to create the deterministic time expanding graph, and the energy consumption values will be
estimations in real problems. This means that if our estimated values are too low we could end up with
solutions which would break time or energy constraints. Next we will develop a formulation which tries to
take this into consideration so that we can generate solutions which have a high probability of not breaking
the time and energy constraints.
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CHAPTER 4

Finding A Robust Solution

Initially we will ignore energy consumption and focus on the time constraints. We will create a formula-
tion designed to handle stochastic transit times and then we will reintroduce the energy constraint in Section
4.6 once we have developed this formulation.

4.1. Introduction

Similar to the deterministic case in Chapter 3 we will use a time expanded graph which models the
transit times explicitly. The only change is now the transit times are random variables. In the deterministic
time expanded model, if the UUV leaves node i.k at time t it will get to node j.1 at some time s. In the
stochastic model we will have arcs (i.k.t, j.l.si), (i.k.tj.l.s), (i.k.t,j.l.ss) and so on to represent the UUV
reaching node j.l at time si, S2, or s3.

We make copies of each node in the decision graph G for each time step which is depicted in Figure 4.1.
Unlike the deterministic case we will create copies of the start node S.1 to represent the UUV starting its
mission at times other than time 0. We allow for this because realistically, the UUV could be launched late
and thus begin its mission late. In Figure 4.1 we see examples of arcs pointing from node i.k.t to nodes j.l.si,
j.1.2 and j..83. These arcs represent the fact that if the UUV leaves node i.k at time t headed for node
j.l there is a positive probability it will arrive there at time si, 82, or 83. All of the arcs in the stochastic
time expanded graph will accurately represent the distribution of the transit time between nodes for specific
departure times. This allows us to model changes in transit times as well as their stochasticity.

The overall goal is still to come up with a route y in the decision graph G as we have done in Chapters
2 and 3. To do this we will establish a way to calculate the transition probabilities for a given route with
a linear programming problem. Then we will tie these calculated probabilities to the decision vector y
and place a constraint on the probability the UUV reaches the destination node by the end time. This
formulation will provide solutions which are robust in the sense that we will be guaranteed the UUV will
reach the destination node with the time allowed with a specific probability.

4.2. Building the Graph

We want to develop a formulation which handles stochastic parameters. We again assume we have
discretized time and T is the total amount of time steps available for the mission. We will assume we have a
parameter 0 < # < 1 where # is the confidence level we must have of reaching the destination node by time
step T. So we want Pr{The UUV reaches the destination node by time step T} > 3.

Definition 4.1 (Stochastic Time Expanded Node Set). The stochastic time expanded node set
N, is a node set with the following properties.

* N, {i.k.tci.k C N and 0 < t < T} { S.0.0, D.1.T}.

In words we create the stochastic time expanded node set in the following way,
* Include copies of each node in the decision graph G for every time step 0 to T.
" Add a super source start node S.0.0 which represents the general start of the mission.
" Add a super sink destination node D.1.T which represents the general end of the mission.

The stochastic time expanded node set is similar to the deterministic time expanded node set with the
main difference being the addition of copies of the start node S.1 for all time steps. We do this because we
are no longer going to assume the mission starts at the exact time planned, but could start at later times as
well. This means that the UUV being at node S.l.t represents the mission starting at time t.
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FIGURE 4.1. Introductory Stochastic Time Expanding Graph

Ultimately we want to calculate and bound the probability the UUV reaches the destination node by

time step T. To do this we will calculate the probability the UUV transits on an arc in the stochastic time

expanded graph. Then the probability the UUV reaches a node is the sum of the probability the UUV

transits on an arc entering the node. We will then use the calculated probabilities to establish a confidence

level for the probability the UUV reaches the destination node D by time T. To calculate the transition

probabilities we will use the following events,

Notation 4.2. Ui.k.t is the event that at time t the UUV is at node i.k,. for all i.k c N.

Notation 4.3. V is the event the UUV leaves node i.k at time t heading towards j.l and arrives at j.l
at time s, for all (i.kj.l) E A.

Notation 4.4.W is the event the UUV leaves i.k to go to node j.l for (i.k,j.l) e A.

Our goal is to calculate the probabilities Pr{VX/j }.
By definition we have, V'/1. -+ Ui.k.t and Vifr -+ W/'/. It obviously implies that,

Pr {Vj. lW 0

Pr {V7 ' U W.O IV 0

So we can conclude the following,

Time

. .. i.k.0

s 1 S.1.s 1 1.0.s 1



Pr {V Pr {V U k. t Pr {Ui..t} + Pr {V/h' Ui..t Pr {U~k.}

Pr {Vk. t U k t Pr {Ui..}

Pr V U, W P r {W3| . .

- (2 {YPUiI;OW/n}P I Pr{Ui..t}
+ Pr V. U3 P r {W Ui.k. t

(4.2.1) Pr {V7 |Ui.k i W/} Pr {W Ui . . Pr {Ui.k.t}

The events Ui.k.t, //l, I7 are only well defined for i.k, j.l E N and (i.k, j.l) E A. We can, however,
remain consistent with our definitions and define these events for other situations.

There may be instances in which the UUV starts the mission later than the intended start time (time
0). We will represent a late start by using the node S.0.0. Starting at time t is like transiting between the
general mission start node S.0.0 and the node S.1.t. So we will say Pr{VSSj} = Pr{The mission starts at
time t}. Let us assume we are certainly going to do the mission, so staying in line with our event definitions
we can say 1 = Pr{We do the mission} = Pr{Us.o.o}. Similarly, since we also know we are going to do the
mission we know that we must start the mission at some time so we can say Pr{f14 Us.0 .0 } = 1. Now
using the result shown in 4.2.1 using conditional probabilities we can say,

Pr{The mission starts at time t} = Pr{Vsj/}

Pr V Us.o.o n W j i Pr {W / 1 Us.oo} Pr {Usoo}

(4.2.2) = Pr {VN . U00 0 7 W .
If the UUV is at node D.0.t it represents being at the destination node D at time t but the mission is

not yet over, which is why we use the node D.1.T. So we can say VD T is the event the UUV reaches the
destination node at time t and waits for the mission to end at time T. We can safely assume the UUV only
goes to the destination node to wait for the end of the mission so we will say Pr{VA e|WT f UD.o.t} 
1 V 0 < t < T.

We will assume the values Pr{V//7' Ui.k.t n W/ } are given as problem parameters so let us adopt the
following notation,

Notation 4.5.

Pi.k.= Pr {V/ lUi.k.tW }

We will refer to p as the vector of these values. From 4.2.1 this means,

(4.2.3) Pr{V// } = pj{' Pr {W4 l U1 k.t} Pr {Uik.}

In words p has the following meaning,

The UUV leaves node i.k at
Pr time t heading towards j.l At time t the UUV is at node i.k V(i.kj.1) C A

it.. and arrives at j.l at time s and it chooses to go to node j.J
Pi.k.t = Pr {The UUV starts its mission at time s} for j.1 = S.1 and i.k.t = S.0.0{ The UUV waits at the destination The UUV is at the fr jJl.s = D.1.T,

Pr node for the mission to end destination node at time t i.k - D.0, and 0< t < T

It may initially seem unrealistic to assume that p is a problem parameter. Consider driving from
Baltimore to Washington DC. It is reasonable to assume we know a probability distribution for the time it
will take to make the drive. The time it takes to make the drive depends highly on when we leave, i.e. if
we left at 4 AM we might get to Washington DC faster than if we left at 4 PM. This leads us to believe it



is reasonable to assume there is a probability distribution for the time it will take to make the drive from

Baltimore to Washington DC given that we leave at a certain time. This is the exact situation we have, only

with discrete time. So continuing with this example we are saying,

Pr We leave Baltimore at time t and At time t we are in Baltimore and
P get to Washington DC at time s leave to go to Washington DC

{ The UUV leaves node i.k at time t heading At time t the UUV is at node i.k
Pr towards j.1 and arrives at j.l at time s and it chooses to go to node j.l

Now we will use the assumed values of p to create the stochastic time expanded graph.

Definition 4.6 (Stochastic Time Expanded Graph). The stochastic time expanded graph G, is a graph
with the following properties.

* A = = {(i.k.t, j.l.s)\p > 0 and 0 < t, s < T} is the arc set for the graph.
" Gs = (N, As) is the stochastic time expanded graph with node set N, and arc set As.
" Bs will represent the node-arc incident matrix for the stochastic time expanded graph G,.
* d(aa) will represent the demand vector for a flow problem. with S.0.0 having a supply of 1. D.1.T

having a demand of a., and all other nodes i.k.t c N, having balanced flow.

Since we already had the node set Ns we only needed to create the arc set A, to have the stochastic

time expanded graph. We add the arcs to the graph for which p t > 0, which are the only arcs the UUV

could feasibly ever travel on. Let us build an example graph to help us understand exactly how this would

work.

Example Problem 3

" The node the UUV starts at is node S.
" The node the UUV must end at is node D.
* There is one node, node 1, which has a task and we need to decided to do the task or not. The

reward for doing the task at 1 is one.
" We want to be at the destination node D by time 4.

The transit times are random with the following characteristics,

Departure Node Arrival Node Transit Time with Probabilities

Mission Start (S.0) S.1 0 with prob 1/3 1 with prob 1/3 2 with prob 1/3

S.1 1.0 1 with prob 1/3 2 with prob 1/3 3 with prob 1/3

S.1 D.0 1 with prob 1/2 2 with prob 1/2

1.0 1.1 1 with prob 1/2 2 with prob 1/2

1.1 D.0 1 with prob 1/2 2 with prob 1/2

In Example 3 the transit times do not change depending on the departure time (like they do in the

general case) but are stochastic to show us how the graph is built with stochastic transit times.

First we must be certain that Example 3 provides us with the parameter p. Let us consider the transit

from node S.1 to node D.O. We see in the table in Example 3 that it takes 1, or 2 time units to travel from S

to D each with probability 1/2. This means that the probability it takes one time unit to travel from node

S.1 to node D.0 is always 1/2. Or more specifically, if the UUV leaves node S.1 at time t headed towards

node D.0, the probability it arrives at D.0 at time t + 1 is 1/2. This previous statement is exactly the type

of statement needed to produce the p values, so p is in fact a parameter for this problem. When we build

the stochastic time expanded graph we get what is shown in Figure 4.2.

Reiterating what the nodes and arcs represent in Figure 4.2,

* Nodes of type i.0.t represent the UUV being at node i at time step t before performing the task at

the location.
" Nodes of type i.1.t represent the UUV being at node i at time step t after performing the task at

the location.



FIGURE 4.2. Stochastic Time Expanding Graph

" Node S.0.0 is a super source start node which represents the start of the mission.
" Node D.1.4 is a super sink destination node which represents the end of the mission.
* Arcs of type (i..t, j.0.s) c A, represent transiting from node i to node j in s - t time units.
" Arcs of type (i.0.t, i.1.s) E A, represent performing the task at node i in s - t time units.

Let us look at the transit from S.1 to 1.0 to help us understand why the example stochastic time
expanded graph looks like it does. Looking at the subgraph in Figure 4.3 we see the following properties,

" Arcs (S.1.0, 1.0.1), (S.1.0, 1.0.2), and (S.1.0, 1.0.3) are in the graph because if the UUV leaves node
S.1 at time 0 to go to node 1.0 the UUV has a positive probability of getting to node 1.0 at time
1, 2, or 3.

" Arcs (S.1.1, 1.0.2), (S.1.1, 1.0.3), and (S.1.1, 1.0.4) are in the graph because if the UUV leaves node
S.1 at time 1 to go to node 1.0 the UUV has a positive probability of getting to node 1.0 at time
2, 3, or 4.

" Arcs (S.1.2, 1.0.3), and (S.1.2, 1.0.4) are in the graph because if the UUV leaves node S.1 at time
2 to go to node 1.0 the UUV has a positive probability of getting to node 1.0 at time 3, 4. There
is also a positive probability of the UUV getting to node 1.0 at time 5 but this is not included in
the graph because it is after the end time 4, which corresponds to a failure.

" Arc (S.1.3, 1.0.4) is in the graph because if the UUV leaves node S.1 to go to node 1.0 at time 3 the
UUV has a positive probability of getting to node 1.0 at time 4. There is also a positive probability



FIGURE 4.3. Stochastic Time Expanded Subgraph

of the UUV getting to node 1.0 at time 5 or 6 but this is not included in the graph because it is

after the end time 4, which corresponds to a failure.

In the deterministic time expanded graph we were able to assume there were no overtaking arcs. Similarly,
in the stochastic time expanded graph there is a simple transformation described in A.1 which allows us

to assume the probability the UUV reaches node j.l by time m leaving node i.k at time t is greater than

or equal to the probability the UUV reaches node j.l by time m leaving node i.k at a time after t. More

formally, we will assume G, has the following property,
n m

p. ;. > [p'", V t < t+ VO < m < T.
s=O s=O

Similar to the deterministic graph, if there were a cycle in G, it would have to have the form (ii.ki.t -+

i2.k 2 .t - ... -+ in.k.t - ii.ki.t) for a specific time t. If a cycle like this were actually in graph G, it

would mean that for all of the transitions im.km - in+1.km+1 there is a positive probability they take zero

time. Since we have assumed that the UUV only goes to a node if it completes the task at that node, this

means that there is a positive probability it takes zero time to complete all of the tasks ii...,iA and it

takes zero time to transit in between those tasks. Similar to the deterministic time expanded graph, cycles

like this do not appear in realistic problems the UUV will face so we will assume there are no cycles in the

graph G,. More formally we will assume it takes at least one time unit to complete a task to remove all

possibility of cycles in graph Gd.
We have established the stochastic time expanded graph so we now will establish decision variables to

solve the problem at hand.



4.3. Constructing the Formulation

We will again use decision variables on the decision graph G. The decision variables for this formulation
will be,

y. = the number of times the UUV chooses to go from i.k to j.1 where (i.k, j.l) E A
This definition of y is worded differently than in previous chapters to highlight the fact that it represents

how the UUV will choose to transit through the decision graph G. As in Chapters 2 and 3 we make y binary
to limit the number of times the UUV performs a task to one. The UUV must choose to go on a path from
the start node to the destination node so as in Chapters 2 and 3 the y decision variable must satisfy,

By = d.

The goal is to calculate and bound the probabilities Pr{V/f} = plj Pr{WMU.k.t} Pr{Ui.kt} for a

route y. To do this we will use a flow variable x on graph G, and put plj Pr{W/6Ui.k.t} Pr {Ui.k.t} in terms

of y and x. Since the decision variable y1 and the event W.1 both deal with transit in the decision graph G

we would like to be able to make the statement p * Pr{WG Ui.k.t} * Pr{Ui.j.t} = P i", * y1 * Pr{Ui..t}.

We prove this statement formally in Lemma 4.7 by using the definitions of the events Ui.k.t, V , and

Wk to observe that y =0 -+Pr{V3*} = 0 and y' 1 -> Pr{W J }-= 1. We cannot say that

Pr{W 1 Ui.k.t} = yj because if Pr{Ui.k.t} = 0 then y = 0 but it is unclear as to what Pr{W 'UJ ct}
would be. In words this means that when there is a positive probability the UUV goes to node i.k then the
probability we go to node j.l next is equal to yjk, but if there is zero probability we go to node i.k then

j.1
Yi.k = 0 but it is unclear as to what the probability of going to node j.1 would be given that we were at node
i.k which we have zero probability of reaching.

Lemma 4.7.
p18 * Pr{W/ UgkI} * Pr{Uk} p- * yj. * Pr{Ui.k.t} V(i.k, j.) E A 0 < st < T

PROOF. Let (i.k, j.l) c A and t, s > 0. We know y is binary so let us consider the following cases,

Case 1: Assume yi = 0. This means that the UUV never chooses to go to node j.l from node i.k. Therefore

the UUV can never leave node i.k heading for j.l so by definition Pr{V'r"} = 0 which means,

pi's * Y * Pr{Ui.k.t} = 0 = Pr{V"} = pi * Pr{W, l Ui.k.t} * Pr{Ui.k.t}.

Case 2: Assume yd = 1. This means that the UUV chooses to go to node j.l from node i.k. Therefore if
we are given the fact that the UUV is at node i.k it will certainly go to node j.l next. By definition
this implies that Pr{W// Ui.k.t} = 1. So clearly it follows that,

p * Pr{Wj* Ua..t} * Pr{Ui.k.t} = pf"- * k * Pr{Ui.k.t}.

So we have proved the result is true for an arbitrary (i.k, j.l) E A and 0 < t, s < T in both cases. D

We previously discussed that Pr{Us.a.} = 1 because event Us.o.a represents starting the mission and we
have assumed we are certainly going to start the mission. For all other nodes i.k.t E N, the probability the
UUV goes to node i.k.t must be equal to the probability the UUV travels on an arc which goes into node
i.k.t. So we can say,

(4.3.1) Pr{Ui..t} Pr{XV/jL} V i.k.t E N, \ {S.0.0}
j.1.s|(j.1.s,i.k.t)G A,

This means that V(i.k, j.l) E A, 0 < s, t < T,

(432 _3_ I.Prl ~ . jlsi..k-.(4.3.2) Pr V p * Pr{Ui..t}* * EPr{V *y.

i'.k'.t' (i'.k'.t',i.k.tJ)EA1

Since y is binary we know from 4.3.2 the following inequalities must hold V(i.k, j.l) E A, 0 < s, t < T,



(4.3.3)

(4.3.4)

Pr{VI-- } <; y

Pr{V } < p] " * I

i' .k'. .t' |I i' .k'. .t', ,i. . .t) E As

Pr{V<}t

Lemma 4.8 shows that Equation 4.3.3 is equivalent to a much stronger and useful constraint. The result

in the lemma follows by observing which of the V<s events are mutually exclusive. Specifically we observe

that since the UUV can only perform a task one time and we only go to a node if we complete the task at

Vls1is mut ually exclusive from event, ikthat node, the event V i teif either ti t or ji.li.si j2 . 2 -s2 -

Lemma 4.8.

Pr{V (I-} < y' - V(i.k, j.l) E A 0 < s, t < T <

PROOF. (-) Assume,

(4.3.5) Pr{V7< } < yj' V(i.kj.l) e A, 0 < s, t < T.

Let (i.k, j.1) e A. We know y is binary so consider each case.

Case 1: Assume y j. - 0. Then from 4.3.5,

Pr{V S} < 0 V 0 < s, t < T -> Pr{V/} < 0
t.S(i. k tj. 1.s)EA,

Pr{V7 } s yj.
t. s (i. k. t.j.1. s)E A,

Case 2: Assume y - 1. Since we we are assuming we can only do the task at a node once it means theCase : AsurneYi.k

UUV can only transit out of node i.k one time. This means that the event V -"1 is mutually

exclusive from the event VAyJ-2 if either ti # t2 or ji.1i.si # j2.12.s2. This means,

s

So in each case we have that

S
t,s(i.k.tj.1.s)E A,

(e) Assume

sE
t.S I(i. k. t,j. 1. s) EA,

-+ S
ts|(i.rk.t j.1.s)E A,

Pr{V } < y .

Pr{V J} 1

Pr{V<7} < yj.

sE
t, s I(i. k .tj .1. s) E A,

Pr {V } <; y I V (i.k, j.1) E A.

Let (i.k, j.l) c A and 0 < s, t < T. Thea,

Pr{V } <;
t'S'(i.k. ',J.1.s')E A,

Pr{V7', }

Now assume the decision variable y satisfies By = d and consider the linear programming problem 4.3.6

where x is a flow variable on graph Gs meant to calculate the values Pr{V/ 'f},

S Pr{V } < y1 V (i.k, j.l) c A
t(i. k. t,j. 1.s)EA,

Pr{VA-t} < 1 -+



(4.3.6a) max a

(4.3.6b) s.t. Box < d,(a)

(4.3.6c) x y V(i.k, j.l) E A
s,t (i.k.,j.l.s)E A,

(4.3.6d) p * x .k' > Xj V(i.k.tj.l.s) e A,
(i'.k'.t'|(i'.k'.t'j,.kt)E A,

(4.3.6e) xS p { V t such that (S.0.0, S.1.t) E As

(4.3.6f) 0 < x < 1 a > 0

Inequality 4.3.3, Lemma 4.8, and Inequality 4.2.2 show that for x to calculate the probabilities Pr{V7/2}
it must satisfy 4.3.6c, 4.3.6d, and 4.3.6e respectively. Constraint 4.3.6b bounds x to ensure its values are
valid probabilities. The value a is the sum of the flow variable x into node D.1.T which is equal to the
probability the UUV reaches the destination node by time T if x accurately calculates the values Pr{1VjJs S}.

We want to show that an optimal solution x to problem 4.3.6 calculates (for all intents and purposes)
the values Pr{V fr*}. We will do this in two steps with Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10. Lemma 4.9 first establishes

the bound x < Pr{ V'"f4} and then Lemma 4.10 shows us that x Pr{V j,} is an optimal solution
to problem 4.3.6.

Lemma 4.9 shows that if y satisfies By = d then a feasible solution x to problem 4.3.6 satisfies

xi. < Pr{IV I'}. To prove this we first observe that the only x values which can be nonzero are the
arcs corresponding to the route in y. Then the lemma shows that x <;' Pr{V } and by induction

continues to show xd{ < Pr {XVj]s} V(i.k.t, j.l.s) E A5 .

Lemma 4.9. For a decision vector y that satisfies By = d and a feasible solution x, a to problem 4.3.6,
X Pr{V } V (i.k.t, j.l.s) c As.

PROOF. Assume Formulation 4.3.6 is feasible and x, a is a feasible solution for a given route y that
satisfies By = d. The we know y contains a path P of the form,

P = {S.1 = io.ko - i 1 .k1 - i2.k 2 -4 iM.kM = D.0}.

Constraint 4.3.6c tells us x -I = 0 = Pr{V3"} if i.k C P j.l ( P, or i.k ( P j.l E P. Since there are
no cycles in graph Gs constraint 4.3.6b tells us x i = 0 = Pr{V<"} V i.k ( P j.l ( P.i.k.t ktIVik PJVP

So now we only need to consider x jlS such that i.k -> j.l is in P. Constraint 4.3.6e says xid < pig -

Pr{V's-} V(S.0.0, S.1.t) E As. Therefore,

xj.L < Pr{VSt } = Pr{Us.1.t} VO <t < T.
j.1.s|j j.1.s,S.1.t)E A, j.1.s|( j.1.s,S.1.t ) EA,

For the induction step assume, 0 < mi < Ml, im,.km.t c N, and,

x i_.". k,,. Pr{Ui,.k,.t}

j.1.s|{ j.l.s'im.k, .t )GEA.

Then from constraint 4.3.6d

X .k . < m m < p i+km+1* Pr{Us }
j~l~s j~l~sim~kmt .E s

This combined with the fact that x i .k .s < Y '+ = 1 tells us,

xi+.<k1 im+1.km+1.s * Pr{U k} * 1 Pr{Vi+ 1
ij kmt Pi, k, t kmk . yi .k 1mkm.t

37



Finally resulting in the inequality,

x ",j.k,"+1-_ < Pr{Vj-11.km+1.s} = Pr{Ui, 1 .k, 1.8}.

j.l.t|I( j.I.t,rn+ 1.km,+1.s ) E A, j. I. s|I(j.I. t,im,,+1.km,+1i.s)E A,

Lemma 4.10 shows that if y satisfies By = d then x< Pr{V} is a feasible, optimal solution to

problem 4.3.6. To prove feasibility we use the geometry of graph Gs, and the mutual exclusiveness of events

V . *To prove optimality we use the result from Lemma 4.9.

Lemma 4.10. For a given problem we have the route y such that By = d then 3 x and a such that x and

a are the optimal solution to linear programming problem 4.3.6 and x jI = Pr{Vl Ls} V(i.k.t,j.l.s) e As.

PROOF. Let

Xi.k.t - Pr{V } V (i.k.t,j.l.s) E As

and a xi
i.k.t|(i.kJt,D.1.T)EA.,

We first will show that x, a is a feasible solution to problem 4.3.6, and then show that x, a is optimal.

Feasibility: By setting x Pr{V' -"'} we know from 4.2.2, 4.3.3, and 4.3.4 that x satisfies

constraints 4.3.6c, 4.3.6d, and 4.3.6e so we only need to check the flow constraints 4.3.6b. Therefore

we only need to show that the flow constraints are satisfied for each node i.k.t C N8 .

Case 1: Let i.k.t = S.0.0. For node S.0.0 constraint 4.3.6b says the flow out of node S.0.0 must be less

than or equal to 1. Let us consider the value of the flow out of node S.0.0,

x Zlo = because only arcs of type (S.0.0, S.1.t) E A,
i.k.tI(S.0.0,i~k.t)E A, t|(S.0.0,S.1.t)E A,

Pr{V6Sl-}
t|(S.0.0 S. 1.t)cA,

T

= ZPr{V~6' }
t=o

= Pr{ the mission starts at or before time T}

< 1

Case 2: Let i.k.t = D.1.T. For node D.1.T constraint 4.3.6b says the flow in must be greater than or

equal to -alpha. We set a to be equal to the flow into node D.1.T. Therefore the constraint

just says a < a, which is clearly true.
Case 3: Let i.k.t E N, such that i.k E N. For node i.k.t constraint 4.3.6b says the flow out minus the

flow in must be less than or equal to zero. So we have,

j.1.s|(i.k.tj I.s)EA j.l.s|(j.I.s i.k.t)EA,

Pr{V~ } - Pr{V 1.}
j.I.s|(i.ktJ .. s)eA, j.l.s| (j.l.s,i.k.t) EA

Z (piJ~ * . * Pr{Ui.k.t}) - Pr{Ui.k.t} from 4.3.1

j.1. s(i. k. t,j. l.s)E A,

(P *j ~ 1 * Pr{Ui.k.t} since y is binary

jjls|(~ks j-~) A r is ~
< (1* Pr{Uskt}

j..sI (i. k. tj..s)E A,



Since we know event vi is mutually exclusive from event Vik.t if j.l.s .j'.1'.s' then we
know

j.I.s (i. k.tj. .s)E A,

Therefore,

I jls Xi.k.t

j.l.s I(i. k.t~j. 1.s) E A, j.1. s|I(j.1. si. k.t) E A,Sp -1 * Pr{Ui.k.t}
j.I. s|I(i. k. t,j.1. s) E A,

<(1 - 1) * Pr{Ui.k.t} = 0

So in all cases the flow constraints are met. Therefore, x and a are feasible for problem 4.3.6.
Optimality: Now assume v, -y is a feasible solution to problem 4.3.6. From lemma 4.9 we conclude
the following,

i.k.t k r{V } V(i.k.tj.l.s) e A5 .

This result combined with the flow constraint on node D.1.T tell us,

< ~ D.I. T

L',k~t
i.k.t|( i.k.t ,D.1.T ) EA,

Z D.1.T
i.k.t|(i.kJt,D.1.T )GEA.

a

Therefore the objective function value for the solution x, a is greater than or equal to the objective
function value for all other feasible solutions.

Therefore x, a is a feasible solution to problem 4.3.6 in which all other feasible solutions have a objective
function value less than or equal to a. Hence, x, a is an optimal solution to problem 4.3.6. D

Lemma 4.10 is the key step to being able to bound the probability the UUV reaches the destination
node by time T. We have proven that a solution x to 4.3.6 is bounded above by the values Pr{V/7.} and

that x -, = Pr{V'j" }is an optimal solution. This means that if we bound x below we are in fact bounding

Pr{V "4 } below, and if we maximize over x then we are maximizing over the values Pr{V fr'}, which is
exactly what we will do in Formulation 4.3.7.

Now we will take a moment to show that in Chapter 3 for Formulation 3.3.1 using the deterministic time
expanded graph we can either have x binary or 0 < x < 1. We establish this property in three steps with
corollaries 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. Corollary 4.11 establishes the decreasing nature of a feasible x to problem
4.3.6 on a given path P. Corollary 4.12 shows that if we have a feasible x, a to problem 4.3.6 such that
a = 1 then xj.r = Pr{VJ/7}. Corollary 4.13 then concludes to show that we can relax x in Formulation
3.3.1 to 0 < x < 1 and x remains binary.

Corollary 4.11 shows us the decreasing nature of the x values on a path. To prove the corollary we use
the fact that the only x which can be nonzero are the arcs corresponding to the path in y (which we also
used in lemma 4.9), and we use constraint 4.3.6b.

Corollary 4.11. For a decision vector y which contains a path P of the form,

P = {S.1 = 1 .k1 - i2.k2 - ... -+ iA.kA = D.0}

if x, a is a feasible solution to problem 4.3.6 then,
j.. t 2 X j.1.k t Vm 1 < 12.

jS- s * X k_i t . As .k .*.. s
~ ,,, ~jI )C ,j.1 S'tJ(i,,, 2 k,,, 2 'tj I s)EA,



PROOF. Let 1 < m < M. In lemma 4.9 we established that if i.k -> j.l is not in the path P then

ji = 0 V s, t. Therefore proving the corollary is equivalent to proving,

jE k.m.S -Xi,,.k "' t X j.(.s

The corollary result is now straight forward,
mj. 

.s

j.1.s,t|(im.k,,.t,j.1.s)EA,

j.l-s,tl(j-l.s,im,+1.km,+1.t)EA,
j YE~|im1k+.~jlsEA

+1.8 since .I m 0 if j.1 : im+1.km+1

1-k.t since x"+1+-m 0 if j.l # i .km1
j.I.S Li1.S

-".LS from inequality 4.3.6bmt,+1 -kmq+1 -.

The first two equalities follow from the fact that the values of x not on the path depicted by y are zero and

the greater than or equal to inequality follows from inequality 4.3.6b. E

Corollary 4.12 shows that if there is a feasible solution x to Problem 4.3.6 such that the flow into node

D.1.T is one then zi = Pr{VkJ} V(i.k.t, j.l.s) AS. To prove this we first use lemma 4.8 where we

observed the mutual exclusiveness of the events V/ . Then we use lemma 4.9 and we have the result.

Corollary 4.12. For a decision vector y which satisfies By = d if Ix, a such that they are feasible to

problem 4.3.6 and a = 1 then xdi = Pr{V/f } V (i.k.tj.l.s) E A.

PROOF. From lemma 4.9 we know we only need to show x .zd > Pr{/V% f}

know that a path P must be contained in y such that,

P = {S.1 = ii.ki -* i2 .k 2 -+ . . . -A i.kA = D.0}.

Let 1 < m < M.

- i m .k 1

i I

V (i.k.t,j.l.s) e As. We

Pr{V 1 " ' *}+1~} from Lemma 4.8

from Lemma 4.9

t's I(im,. km-,t,im,+ 1. kmi+i -s)E A,

> z D- from Corollary 4.11

tj(D.0.t,D.1.T)EA,

> a from Constraint 4.3.6b

= 1

The first greater than or equal to inequality follows from Lemma 4.8 where we observed that the events

V -1~S and V/j 2j-S2 are mutually exclusive if either ti : t 2 or ji.li.ti # j 2.12 .t2 . The second greater than

or equal to inequality follows from Lemma 4.9. The third inequality follows from Corollary 4.11.

So now the result follows straightforward,

Pr{V",,+1-1
t 2} - 1

<1

Pr{VZ1, s 12 } from above equality

siOtis2#'t2Imkm-si,im+1.km+1.S2) E A,

Si1:?ti S2# t2|I(im-k.kms1 i,m +1.km,,+ 1.S2)E A,

S"?+ ) +-S2 from Lemma 4.9

- i+ km+ 1-t2 from above equality



Corollary 4.13 shows us that in the deterministic Formulation 3.3.1 we can equivalently replace x binary
with 0 < x < 1. To prove this we first observe that in the deterministic case G, is essentially the same graph
as Gd. Then we take a feasible 0 < x < 1 to Problem 3.3.1, show it is feasible in 4.3.6 and use Corollary 4.12

to show that xd{ = Pr{V}. Then we make the observation that Pr{V j"} is binary in a deterministic
case, which gives us the result that x is binary.

Corollary 4.13. Let y and x be feasible solutions to a relaxed version of 3.3.1 where we replace the constraint

x binary with 0 < x < 1. Then x is binary.

PROOF. If we build the graph Gs for a deterministic problem we know from A.2 there is a simple
transformation to the graph Gd which allows us to consider the flow x as a flow for problem 4.3.7. By
satisfying constraints 3.3.1c and 3.3.1d we know that x must also satisfy inequalities 4.3.6b, and 4.3.6c.

Since we are dealing with a deterministic problem p = 1 V (i.k.tj.l.s) E A, so x satisfies 4.3.6d since it
satisfies 3.3.1c. Therefore x is feasible in problem 4.3.6. Equality 3.3.1c also tells us,

O<t<T

This means that x, a = 1 is a feasible solution to problem 4.3.6. From Corollary 4.12 this means x =.k.t

Pr{V' } V(i.k.t, j.l.s). Since we are dealing with a deterministic problem Pr{V} is binary, which means
x is binary. D

Returning to the stochastic time expanded formulation, we will use the result of Lemma 4.10 to constrain
the probability of reaching the destination node D by the end time step T. We are going to think of UD.1.T
as the event the UUV reaches the destination node by time step T, so we want to include the constraint
Pr{UD.1.T} > #3. Substituting in for UD.1.T we want the constraint,

# < Z Pr{ik T }.
i.k.t|(i.k.t ,D.1.T ) EA,

Since x is bounded above by the values Pr{jVj } and x1s Pr{V's} is a feasible solution to 4.3.6,
then A.3 shows that the constraint Pr{UD.1T} > is equal to the following constraints,

Bsx < ds(a)

Z xj. < y V(i.kj.l) C A
s'tj(i.k-tj-l-S)EA,

*li ( t>( x'., xi; ) < V(i.k.t,j.l.s) E A,
i'k ~ .k'k .. |(i .k .' ik t G

xs--ta < p oVt such that (S.0.0, S.1.t) E As

0<x<1 a>0

Or we can plug # in for a and use the equivalent constraints,



Bx < d, (d)

S .k.t V(i.k,j.l) E A
sJt|(i.k.t.j.I.s)GA,

p!$."t * i k. X.1 V(i.k.t, jl.s) c As(i'.k'.t' (i'.k'.t',i.k.t)E AA
x p je Vt such that (S.0.0, S.1.t) E As

0 < x < 1

In this stochastic setting it is unclear as to what we want the objective function to be, and in the

same respect how much we want to penalize the UUV for having a positive probability of not reaching the

destination node in time. Right now we will maximize the expected value for the reward gained for a route.

Let us assume that ri is the reward for completing the task at i, so we want to maximize the following,

max ri * Pr{Completing task i before time T} = * Pr{V(s.t}).
ts I(i.0.t,i.1.s)EA

Since x is bounded above by the values Pr{V7 } and xj" Pr{V } is a feasible solution to 4.3.6

we can equivalently maximize the value,

t' ,s|I(i. 0. t,i. 1. s) E A,

By constraining x from below and maximizing over x Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 show us that we are in fact

bounding Pr{Vj["} from below and maximizing over these probabilities. Due to this strong connecting we
.kj.Is an D/

1
I

will use the values x and Pr{V } interchangeably.

Now consider the following stochastic time expanded formulation,

n

(4.3.7a) max ri *X

i=1t's|(i.0.t,i.1. s) EA,

(4.3.7b) s.t. By = d

(4.3.7c) Box < ds(#)

(4.3.7d) > x {s <yI V(i.kj.1) E A
s,t|(i.k.t,j.l.s)EA,

(4.3.7e) p1k * x ; kJ > xj{7~. V(i.k.tj.l.s) e A
i'.'.t\('.k .t ,ik i) A ' ' ikt s)c A

(4.3.7f) x p Vt such that (S.0.0, S.1.t) E A,

(4.3.7g) y binary 0 < x < 1

This formulation maximizes the expected reward gained while ensuring that the UUV reaches the des-

tination node by time T with probability #. Again, we need to address the situation of cycles in y. Let us

assume we have a cycle i.0 -> i.1 - j.0 -+ j.1 -+ i.0 in the decision vector y. If this situation occurs then we

know that the probability of actually reaching these nodes is zero, so the values Pr{V<I} are zero for these

nodes, which means the corresponding variables zi{ for these nodes are zero. Since we are maximizing over

values of x this cycle would not add anything to the objective function, so we do not need to worry about

cycles in our solutions.



The value of 3 greatly affects the solution to Formulation 4.3.7. In Example 3 it is easy to calculate the
probability of reaching the destination node. If the UUV tries to performs the task at node 1 then the UUV
has a probability of 5/36 of reaching the destination node by time 4, and if the UUV does not perform the
task at node 1 then the UUV has a probability of 1 of reaching the destination node by time 4. Formulation
4.3.7 for Example 3 gives the solutions,

#3 Solution

0 < # < 5/36 S. I a 1. 0 - 1. 1 -- D. 0
5/36 <13 < 1 S.1 -+ D.0

These solutions tell us that if we want the UUV to have a probability of greater than 5/36 of reaching
the destination node by time 4 we cannot do the task at node 1, but otherwise we can. This is consistent
with the problem parameters in Example 3.

Formulation 4.3.7 allows us to handle time windows and stochastic parameters, but the solutions may
be somewhat naive. When the transit times are realized we may want to complete more tasks if they are
lower than expected, or less tasks if higher than expected. One way to model this would be to attach a time
to the nodes in N which tells the UUV to continue with a route if the UUV arrives before a certain time,
and alter the route if the UUV arrives after a certain time. This is what we will add to our model in the
next section.

4.4. How to Allow Route Alteration

We want to modify Formulation 4.3.7 so that the UUV can now alter the route based on the realization
of the transit times. We are going to allow the UUV to alter the route in two ways:

(1) When the UUV is at a node of type 1.0 it can choose to skip performing the task and go to the
next node.

(2) When the UUV is at a node of type 1.1 it can choose to go to the destination node D.0 instead of
continuing on with the route.

To allow the UUV to skip performing a task we will add arcs of type (i.0.t, i.l.t) to the graph G,. For
simplicity we have assumed each task takes at least one time unit to complete. This means that the arcs of
type (i.0.t, i.1.t) are not in graph G5, so there will be no duplicate arcs added. Adding these arcs does mean
that the resulting graph is more likely to have cycles, but if we do not place any positive reward on these
arcs there will be no positive cost cycles in the new graph. This means our solutions will not be affected by
the possibility of having cycles [1]. These arcs are the only arcs we will add to create the route alteration
graph Ga.

Definition 4.14 (Route Alteration Graph). The route alteration graph Ga is a graph with the
following form,

* Aa = A, U{(i.0.t, i.1.t)j(i.0, 1.1) c G and 0 < t < T}.
SGa = (N, Aa) is the route alteration graph with node set N, and arc set Aa-

" Ba will represent the node arc incident matrix for the route alteration graph Ga.
" da(a) will represent the demand vector for a flow problem with S.0.0 having a supply of 1, D.1.T

having a demand of a and all other nodes i.k.t E N, having balance flow in graph Ga.

Due to the close connection between A, and Aa there are many constraints which can be written using
either set. Often the distinction is unimportant, but we must remember that A0 has arcs of type (i.0.t, i.1.t)
and A, does not.

The route alteration graph has arcs of type (i.0.t, i.1.t) which the UUV could travel on to skip performing
task i. Looking again at Example 3 the route alteration graph for the problem looks as in Figure 4.4. Let
us look at the arcs out of nodes of type (1.0.t) shown in the subgraph in Figure 4.5 to understand the arcs
which have been added to the route alteration graph.

* Arcs of type (1.0.t, 1.1.t + 1) are in the graph because if the UUV does not alter the route at node
1.0.t it has a positive probability of going to node 1.1.t + 1.

" Arcs of type (1.0.t, 1.1.t + 2) are in the graph because if the UUV does not alter the route at node
1.0.t it has a positive probability of going to node 1.1.t + 2.



FIGURE 4.4. Route Alteration Example Graph

* Arcs of type (1.0.t, 1.1.t) are in the graph because if the UUV alters the route and chooses not to

perform the task at 1 it goes to node 1.1.t with no reward gained.

We will use the variables y for the UUV's route and x to calculate transition probabilities from Formu-

lation 4.3.7 and add variables and constraints to allow for route alteration.

Let,

{1 if the UUV skips performing the task at node i.O.t
zi.-. = 0 otherwise

(1 if the UUV goes to the destination node from node i.1.t
zi..t = 0 otherwise

We know the route must be a path from the start node to the destination node so as in Chapter 2 the

UUV still must satisfy,

By = d.

To calculate the probabilities Pr{V< }, x must still satisfy the constraints,



FIGURE 4.5. Route Alteration Example Subgraph

Bax < dal(#)

V(i.k.t, j.l.s) c A,

Vt such that (S.0.0, S.1.t) c A,

y binary 0 < x < 1

For arcs (i.k, j.l) such
constraint,

that j.l / D.0 we know we can only transit on them if y4 = 1 so we get the

S:
s't|I(i. k. tj.1. s) E A,

x ;1. j y V(i.k,j.1) E A~j.l D.0.

If the UUV is at node i.0.t the UUV can go to node i.1.t if and only if zj.e.t = 1 so we know the following
inequalities must be satisfied,

p .j (
Pll*k i'.k'

. X i~ ~ ..



>1 h.O.t - 1

At a node of type i.1.t the UUV can only go to the destination node if and only if zi.1.t = 1 so we know

the following inequalities must be satisfied,

E Xi.ilt K

Z j.0.S<EXL1.t -

sjfDj(i.1.tj.0.s)EA,

For simplicity we want to the UUV to establish a specific time t for each node in the decision graph to

alter the route, and not alter the route before this time. This means that the UUV cannot alter the route

at time t if it does not alter the route at time t + 1. So we want z to satisfy,

zi.k.t < Zi.k.t+1 Vi.k.t, i.k.t + 1 c Ns.

These constraints result in Formulation 4.4.1.

* ( S
t s>t|(i.0.t,i.1.s)EA,

sE
S't~i~~tj iktGA

s>t|(i.0.t,i.1.s)EA,,

s|(i.1.t D.0.s)EAa

sj D I(i.1. t,j.0.s) E A,

By = d

Bax < da()

x~ Kyd V(i.k.t, j.l.s) E A,|(i.kj.l) E A,j.1 # D.0

X .; kJ > X ..

i t) P~z SI.t<P it

p. . - . .

z. 1.t< z.0

V(i.k.t,j.l.s) C A,

Vt such that (S.0.0, S.1.t) As

Vi.O.t e N,1i.0 $ D.0

1. ..S . i.0tENXi. < 1. . Vi.O.t c N,

Eii~ - V?.1.tcNs

x.*.* < 1 - z.i.t Vi.1.t E N,

(4.4.1k) k.k.t < Z.kt+1 Vi.k.t, i.k.t + 1 E Ns

(4.4.11) y binary, 0 < x < 1, z binary

Formulation 4.4.1 allows the UUV to use the fact that the transit times are stochastic and alter the plan

accordingly. The route alteration formulation still does have some drawbacks. It does not allow the UUV

to ever skip going to a task location all together to do a later task in the route, or equivalently add tasks

which have not been completed yet and are not on the current route. These situations greatly increase the

complexity of the problem, so we will not create a formulation which allows for these types of changes. In

some instances post processing of a solution to Formulation 4.4.1 would tell the UUV to skip a task in favor

of a task further along in the route. For example, assume the solution to Formulation 4.4.1 has the UUV

performing the tasks zi -+ i2 -+ z3 . Assume that if the UUV is at node ii.1.t it will go to either node i2.0.s 1

n
r(4.4.1a) max

(4.4. 1b)s.t.

(4.4.1 c)

(4.4. ld)

(4.4.le) p " s

i' . .t' I(i' . .t', ,i. k. t) G A,

(4.4.1f)

(4.4.1g)

(4.4. 1h)

(4.4.1i)

(4.4.1j)



or i2.0.s2 depending on the realization of the transit time random variable. If the route alteration strategy
has 1 - -= .. , then the UUV has zero probability of completing the task at node is if it is at
node i 1.1.t. With post processing we can identify this situation and conclude that if the UUV arrives at
node i1 .1.t it should go straight to node 13 next.

We can also use solutions to Formulation 4.4.1 (or Formulation 4.3.7) to best decide when the UUV
should resolve the problem with the remaining time, energy, and tasks available. One advantage of using
Formulation 4.4.1 (4.3.7) is we calculate the probability of reaching certain states. This means when the
transit times are realized we know the state the UUV is in and we can tell if the UUV route has been
performed relatively fast (or slow) thus far. We can use this knowledge to help the UUV decide when to
resolve the problem for the situation going forward.

4.5. The Objective Function

The question of what the reward function should be changes with each mission and the specific con-
sequences a UUV has for its decisions. An advantage of our current formulation is that we calculate the
transition probabilities for a given route with x, so we can alter the reward on these arcs.

When altering the objective function we must be careful. We previously observed that in our formulation
we do not need to worry about cycles in y because it is not in our objective function. This means if an
objective function was created using the decision vector y we must calculate if cycles will inappropriately
affect the objective function. If this were the case we must reintroduce the cycle eliminating constraints as

in the simple formulation in Chapter 2. Also, we have assumed we can use x interchangeably with Pr{V f k}

because thus far we have bounded x below and maximized over x. This means if we use an objective function

which maximizes -x terms we can no longer assume xjj = Pr{V//41}.
We will proceed to discuss different objective functions or alterations to our formulations which may be

useful in different situations, but this compilation is by no means complete.
We will discuss ways to alter the objective function for Formulation 4.4.1. Due to the strong similarity

between Formulation 4.4.1 and Formulation 4.3.7 all of the following objective functions can be used with
Formulation 4.3.7 by making the necessary minor adjustments.

In many situations it may be useful to add the term,

T~ .

t=0

to the objective function. This term is using M assuming it is a sufficiently large number. This expression
maximizes the flow into node D.1.T but gives it a very small weight as to not effect the optimal solution for
which route the UUV should perform. Adding this term to the objective function would ensure the route
alteration strategy maximizes the probability of reaching the destination node without affecting the actual
reward for the route.

Up to this point we have been using the expected value for the reward gained for performing tasks as
the objective function. This objective function provides solutions which have some potentially unwanted
behaviors. In Example 3 if we do task 1 then we have a positive probability of reaching node 1.1.4 which
represents the UUV being at node 1 at time 4 after performing the task. This is somewhat problematic,
however, because the UUV cannot reach the destination node by time 4 but has collected the reward for
completing the task at node 1.

A simple solution to this situation can be reached by slightly changing our objective function. Let us
say we only want the UUV to collect a reward if a node satisfies,

7 D.0. s>
Pi. 1. t>

sj(i.1.t,D.O.s)CA,,

for some 0 < -y < 1. This statement says that we only want the UUV to collect a reward if it has a probability
greater than or equal to -y of reaching the destination node before the end time if the UUV were to go to



the destination node next. So let us compile the set of all the nodes which satisfy this constraint,

I = i.1.t|pi0;"2 7
s|(i.1.tD.O.s)EAa,

All we need to do to change the formulation is set objective function coefficients to zero for arcs entering

nodes which are not in I. So we can use the objective function,

n
ilh

max ri *i .J
i t's|(i.O.t,i.1.s)EAA, i.1.sEI

We will refer to this objective function as maximizing the expected reward gained over a characterizing set

I. We could easily change the character set I to represent a different feature in the situation at hand.

In some situations we may not have a specific value for # in mind but we want the UUV to choose

a route which is conservative. To do this we can maximize ri * Pr{The UUV does task i and reaches the

destination node by time T}. To understand how to do this consider the following events,

Notation 4.15. Qj is the event the UUV travels on arc (i.k, j.l) E A and reaches the destination node by
time T.

Notation 4.16. Ri.k is the event the UUV visits node i.k and reaches the destination node by time T.

We know the UUV starts at the node S.1 so the probability event Ds.1 occurs is the probability the

UUV reaches the destination node by time T. So we know,

T T

(4.5.1) Pr{Rs.1} = Pr{ VYoP6 } D.0:
t=0 t=o

Similarly the probability event RD.0 occurs is the probability the UUV reaches reaches the destination

node by time T. Therefore,

T T

(4.5.2) Pr{RD.0} Pr{V 6f} ~3 z0:[
t=o t=o

For nodes other than S.1, and D.0 the probability event Ri.k occurs, is equal to the sum of the prob-

abilities events of type Q9. occur, and also equal to the sum of the probability events of type Qj occur,

which can be written as,

(4.5.3) Pr{Qij} = Pr{R.k} = E Pr{Qj}
j.lI(j.1,i.k)E A j.1|(i.k~j.1)E A

For arcs of type (j.1, D.0) (arcs that go to the destination node) the probability we transit on the arcs

and reach the destination node by time T is equal to the probability we transit on the arcs, so we have the

equality,

(4.5.4) Pr{Qf/.} = Pr{V0j-} f j0,' V(j.l, D.0) c A.
t'sJ(j.1.s,D.0.t)EA, t's|(j.l.sD.0.t)EA,

We know that the probability event Cj occurs is less than or equal to the probability the UUV travels

on arc (i.k, j.l) E A so we know,

(4.5.5) Pr{C>} < Pr{Vik} ~ >'t.
t,s|(i.k.t~j.1.s)E Aa t's|(i.k.t~j.1.s)E A,

As we used the flow variable x to calculate the values Pr{V<4*}, we will use a flow variable w to on

graph G to calculate the values Pr{Qi{}. The constraints below force w. = Pr{Q{}.



T

(4.5.6a) s.t. Bw ( x *. d
(t=0

(4.5.6b) wfo - D-. V(i.k, D.0)A
t ~is (iZkkt D..s0)A

t's|(i.k.t,j.l.s)EA,,(4.5.6c) Wi.'k E Xi Vik~ jI)t

(4.5.6d) 0 < w < 1

Equality 4.5.6a forces w to satisfy 4.5.1, 4.5.2, and 4.5.3. Equality 4.5.6b forces w to satisfy, 4.5.4.

Inequality 4.5.6c forces w to satisfy 4.5.5.
If the flow variable w satisfies all Constraints 4.5.6 then wj. = Pr{Qj{}. To get the desired objective

function for Formulation 4.4.1 we add the flow variable w, include all Constraints 4.5.6 and maximize the
term,

n

max ri * w'-.
i=1

4.6. Reintroducing the Energy Constraint

Up to this point in this chapter we have not considered the energy constraint the UUV faces. We know
that time and energy consumption are correlated so by using a time expanded network for time we also gain

information about the energy consumption. Let us again consider the situation of driving from Baltimore to

Washington DC. Similar to the time it is reasonable to assume we know a distribution for how much fuel we

will consume to make the drive. Now assume we know the exact time we are going to leave Baltimore and
the exact time we are going to arrive in Washington DC. Knowing this information would tells us a lot about

the fuel consumption so it is reasonable to assume that if we know the exact departure and arrival times

then we know the probability distribution of the fuel consumption and that the variance of the distribution
is relatively small. This is the type of thinking we will apply to our problem.

Let,
. _ The expected amount The UUV leaves node i.k at time t

ei.k.t ~ of energy consumed and arrives at node j.l at time s

We will refer to e as the vector of the values ed"s. Again, we are assuming that e is the expected energy

consumption, and the variance of the actual energy consumed is relatively small.
We will add the energy constraint to both Formulation 4.3.7 and Formulation 4.4.1, but we will handle

them separately to avoid confusion.

4.6.1. Energy Linear Programming Problem for Formulation 4.3.7. First consider a feasible

solution to Formulation 4.3.7 with the route y being the result. Consider the graph which has only the arcs
the UUV has a positive probability of traveling on. More specifically,

Definition 4.17 (Energy Graph). The energy graph is a graph with the following form,

e Ae = {(i.k.t, j.l.s) (i.k.t, j.l.s) E A, and Pr{V "r} > 0 is the arc set for the energy graph.
" Ge = (N,, Ae) is the energy graph with node set N, and arc set Ae.
" Be will represent the node-arc incident matrix for the energy graph Ge.
" de will represent the demand vector for a path problem with source S.0.0 and sink D.l.T for the

energy graph Ge.

One way to constrain the energy consumed is to constrain the maximum distance problem on Ge where

we start at node S.0.0 and end at node D.1.T and the distance associated with each arc is the energy weight

on that arc. Ordinarily the maximum distance problem is an NP hard problem. We have assumed G, has
no cycles, which means that Ge has no cycles either, since it is a subgraph of G,. This means we can solve
the longest path problem ol Ge with the shortest path problem below,



(4.6.1a) min -e v

(4.6. 1b) s.t. Bev = de

(4.6.1c) v > 0

Let us assume that there is a positive probability the UUV reaches the destination node by time step

T, which implies that there does exist a path from node S.0.0 to node D.1.T in graph Ge. This assumption

means the problem 4.6.1 has a feasible solution. We know a finite optimal solution exists because there are

no cycles in Ge [1].
The goal is to constrain the value of 4.6.1 to be less than the total amount of energy the UUV has

available. We used the values Pr{V<4*} > 0 to build graph Ge so we would like to reformulate 4.6.1 in more

direct terms of Pr{1Vj.<4}. Let us consider the inequality,

(4.6.2) l < M * Pr{V ""}.

where Al is sufficiently large enough so that Al * Pr{V '} > 1 V Pr{IV/j} > 0. We know an M exists

because there are finitely many positive numbers Pr{VIKf}.
This means that inequality 4.6.2 says,

* oli = 0 if Pr{Vfr } = 0.i.k.t 0 t

e otit Ml * Pr{V41} > 1 if Pr{V/ > 0.

Since we are dealing with a shortest path problem we know that v.'Ls < 1. So if Pr{V4 s} > 0 inequality

4.6.2 is met automatically.
This means that 4.6.1 is equivalent to 4.6.3.

(4.6.3a) min-e v

(4.6.3b) s.t. Bsv = de

(4.6.3c) < < M * Pr{Vfs } V(i.k.t, j.l.s) E As

(4.6.3d) v > 0

Problem 4.6.3 can be thought of as a shortest path problem with flow capacities. Since we know 4.6.1 has a

finite optimal solution then the equivalent 4.6.3 has a finite optimal solution.

Instead of using the values Pr{V//'} to constrain the shortest path variable v in 4.6.3 we can alterna-

tively use y. Consider 4.6.4 which we will prove is equivalent to 4.6.3.

(4.6.4a) min -e v

(4.6.4b) s.t. Bsv = d,

(4.6.4c) v s 2 * y' V(i.k.t, j.l.s) E A, such that (i.kj.1) E A

(4.6.4d) v > 0

To gain intuition on the differences between problems, Table 1 depicts the connection between y,
Pr{IVj1-}, and v in 4.6.3 and 4.6.4. In words table 1 has the following meaning,

* When Yi.k = 0 then Pr{V?'} - 0 and v 0 in problems 4.6.3 and 4.6.4.

* When Yi.k = 1 then either Pr{ V } = 0 or Pr{V<48} > 0.

" When yi.k 1 and Pr{ VX } = 0 then V.k.t = 0 in problem 4.6.3 and 0 < vki..t < 1 in problem

4.6.4.
* When Yi.k = 1 and Pr{V<4'} > 0 then 0 < vi., < 1 in problems 4.6.3 and 4.6.4.

This means that the only time 4.6.3 could give a different solution than 4.6.4 is if vJ.LS > 0 when y =a i.k.t facti. 1
and Pr{V7,3 sj} 0. The following lemnma proves this event can never occur. The lemma uses the fact that a



TABLE 1. Energy Formulation Logic Table

3.1
Yi.k -

Pr{V<fk} = 0 =0 >0

e in problem 4.6.3 = 0 =0 > 0

v in problem 4.6.4 = 0 > 0 > 0

feasible v to 4.6.4 must correspond to a path from node S.0.0 to node D.1.T and the only arcs (i.k.t, j.l.s)
in the graph Gs are arcs where p i, > 0.

Lemma 4.18. For a feasible route y to 4.3.7 that has a positive probability of reaching the destination node

D.1.T, if v is a feasible solution to 4.6.4 then Pr{V" /} = 0 - V = 0.

PROOF. Table 1 tells us we only need to consider the case when (i.k.t, j.l.s) E A, such that yf = 1 and

Pr{V/7j} = 0. For a contradiction assume we have a feasible v to problem 4.6.4 such that vUj > 0. The
solution v must correspond to a path P from node S.0.0 to node D.1.T. Let,

P = {S.0.0 = io.ko.to -+ ii.k 1 .t1 -.. . -4 i.kM.tuA = D.1.T}

For v to be feasible to problem 4.6.4 then y +.km.1 - 1 for all 0 < m < Ml. Since P is the path

described by v there must be some 0 < h < Ml such that ih.kh-th = i.k.t. The only possible j.l such that

y.k 1 is j.l = imn+1.km+1. By construction of graph G, we know that since (S.0.0, ii.ki.ti) E G, then

0 < pgo0
t
1 = Pr{V }.

Now for the induction step assume Pr{IV77" t t } > 0 for some 1 < n < MA. Therefore we

know Pr{Um,,.km.tm } > 0. Since (in.kmn-tmnim+1.km+1.tn+1) E G, we know p"" " "+1.tj.-1 > 0. Therefore

PrVim 1+.k j ,+1.t+1 *, i;s+i.km. +1 * Pr{U },.kt,, I > 0.

So we have established that Pr{V "'**+1} > 0 for all 0 < m < M. Therefore Pr{ V ' ',+j 1 -1

Pr{V } > 0 which contradicts the assumption that Pr{V } - 0.

Lemma 4.18 shows
equivalent.

us that we can replace Table 1 with Table 2, which means that 4.6.3 and 4.6.4 are

TABLE 2. Energy Formulation Logic Table

-d=0 =1
Pr{V k} = 0 = 0 > 0

e7k3t in problem 4.6.3 = 0 = 0 > 0

vUI in problem 4.6.4 = 0 = 0 > 0

Ultimately we wish to place a constraint on the energy consumption on route the UUV chooses. Problem
4.6.4 finds the worst case energy consumption for a route, so what we would like to do is place a constraint
which says that the optimal solution to problem 4.6.4 is less than or equal to the total amount of energy the

UUV has available. To do this we need to take the dual of problem 4.6.4 which is shown in problem 4.6.5:



(4.6.5a) max d'eu + 2 * y w
(i.k.tj.l.s)E A, (i.k,j.l) C A

(4.6.5b) s.t. [Be Iw

(4.6.5c) w -6 =0 V (S.0.0,j.l.s) 6 Az

(4.6.5d) wlD.1T - 0 V (j.l.s, D.1.T) E A,

(4.6.5e) u free w < 0

If we were to strictly take the dual of 4.6.4 the variables of type wjo6so and w D.1 .T would not be in the

problem but for simplicity in notation we include these variables in 4.6.5 and set them to zero.

We concluded previously that 4.6.4 must have a finite optimal solution so its dual, problem 4.6.5,
must also have a finite optimal solution by strong duality. Complimentary slackness in linear programming

problems says if w is optimal it must satisfy,

(4.6.6) w v - 2 * y1 0.

For background information on strong duality and complimentary slackness see [91.
We know that since v is the decision vector for a shortest path problem that v js < 1 so by 4.6.6 for w

to be optimal it must satisfy,

(4.6.7) y 1. k w = 0.

The properties of an optimal w written in 4.6.7 can also be written with the following constraint,

(4.6.8) wj > * (y - 1).

where M is a sufficiently large number. We will later discuss what a sufficiently large number is for this

constraint.
For an optimal w, we can eliminate w from the objective function because Equation 4.6.8 tells us,

2 * y wj..s 0Eik i.k.t 0
(i.k.t,j.l.s)GA,|(i.k j.)GA

This means that 4.6.5 is equivalent to 4.6.10:

(4.6.9a) max deu

(4.6.9b) s.t. 1Be I wu < e

(4.6.9c) wi 6 of =0 V (S.0.0,j.l.s) E A,

(4.6.9d) w =lT 0 V (j.l.s, D.l.T) C As

(4.6.9e) w'{e > MA * (y - 1) V(i.k.t, j.l.s) c A, (i.k, j.l) c A

(4.6.9f) u free w < 0

By multiplying through by negative one, and filling in the actual values of de we get the equivalent

Problem 4.6.11:



(4.6.10a) min UD.1.T us.o0 -

(4.6. 10b) s.t. B I1 [u]

(4.6.1Oc) wj s= 0 V (S.0.0, j.l.s) e A,

(4.6.1Od) w IT= 0 V (j.l.s,D.1.T) E A8

(4.6.1Oe) wJ.s < Al * (1 - yj) V(i.k.t, j.l.s) E A8 (i.kj.l) e A

(4.6.10f) u free w > 0

4.6.2. Energy Linear Programming Problem for Formulation 4.4.1. The analysis and logic
necessary to establish the energy linear programming problem for Formulation 4.4.1 is very similar to what
we did to establish the energy constraint in Formulation 4.3.7 with some slight modifications.

Let us first consider a feasible solution to Formulation 4.4.1 with the route y and alteration strategy z
being the result. For the route alteration formulation we redefine the energy graph using Ga.

Definition 4.19 (Energy Graph). The energy graph is a graph with the following form,

* Ae = {(i.k.tj.l.s)\(i.k.tj.l.s) E Aa and Pr{V *'} > 0} is the arc set for the energy graph.

" Ge = (Ns, Ae) is the energy graph with node set N, and arc set Ae.
* Be will represent the node-arc incident matrix for the energy graph G,.

" de will represent the demand vector for a path problem with source S.0.0 and sink D.1.T for the

energy graph Ge.

We again want to look at the maximum distance problem on Ge where we start at S.0.0 and end at node
D.1.T and the distance associated with each arc is the energy weight on that arc. Unlike G, there may be

cycles in Ga but we will set c-j = 0 so that Ge has no positive cost cycles so we can again solve the longest
path problem as the shortest path problem shown in 4.6.1 [1]. We will again assume that there is a positive
probability the UUV reaches the destination node by time step T which implies 4.6.1 has a finite optimal
solution.

Converting shortest path problem 4.6.1 on graph Ge to a constrained shortest path problem on graph
Ga we get 4.6.11:

(4.6.11a) min e v

(4.6.11b) s.t. Bv = de

(4.6.11c) Vl,' < Al * Pr{V% } V(i.k.t,j.l.s) C A,

(4.6.11d) v > 0

Instead of using the values Pr{V<4'} to constrain the shortest path variable v in problem 4.6.3 we can
alternatively use y and z. Consider 4.6.12 which we will prove is equivalent to 4.6.11.

(4.6.12a) min -e v

(4.6.12b) s.t. Bsv = de

(4.6.12c) ols < 2 * y/ * (1 -z.k.t)

V(i.k.t,j.l.s) E A, such that i.k, j.l {S.0, D.0, D.1}

(4.6.12d) Vi.K 2 * i.k.t V(i.k.t, D.0.s) e A8

(4.6.12e) vo < 2 * zi..t V(i.0.t, i.1.t) C Aa

(4.6.12f) v > 0



TABLE 3. Energy Formulation Logic Table

(i.k.t,j.l.s) E A, such that (i.k.tj.l.s) E Aa such that
i.k, j.l ( {S.0,D.0,D.1} k = 0 and s = t or j.1 = D.0

Zi.k.t -0 1 0 1

y 1  0 1 Free Free Free

Pr{VS} = 0 = 0 > 0 = 0 = 0 = 0 > 0

c{in problem 4.6.11 = 0 = 0 > 0 = 0 = 0 = 0 > 0

vl'' in problem 4.6.12 = 0 > 0 > 0 = 0 = 0 > 0 > 0

Table 3 depicts the connection between y, z, Pr{Vfr }, and v in problems 4.6.11 and 4.6.12. In words

table 3 has the following meaning,

Case 1 (i.k.t,j.l.s) E As such that i.k,j.l V {S.0, D.0, D.1}.
Case 1.1 zi.k.t = 0.

Case 1.1.1 y - 0. Then v - 0 in both problems 4.6.11 and 4.6.12.

Case 1.1.2 y - 1.
i. ks

Case 1.1.2.1 Pr{V } 0. Then o - 0 in problem 4.6.11 and 0 < v j I 1 in problem

4.6.12.

Case 1.1.2.2 Pr{V<' } > 0. Then vj- > 0 in both problems 4.6.11 and 4.6.12.

Case 1.2 Zi.k.t = 1. Then v - 0 in both problems 4.6.11 and 4.6.12.

Case 2 (i.k.tj.l.s) E A, such that k = 0 and s = t or j.l = D.0.

Case 2.1 Zi.k.t = 0. Then vo' ~ - 0 in both problems 4.6.11 and 4.6.12.
Case 2.2 i.k.t 1.

Case 2.2.1 Pr{V<4s} = 0. Then oj'{_ - 0 in problem 4.6.11 and vjiS > 0 in problem 4.6.12.

Case 2.2.2 Pr{V7 I} > 0. Then vj 1 s > 0 in both problems 4.6.11 and 4.6.12.

This means that the only time 4.6.11 could give a different solution than 4.6.12 is if vdj~ > 0 when

zi.k.t = 0, yf= 1 and Pr{V } 0 or oikt > 0 when zi.k.t 1 and Pr{V-frs} = 0. The following lemma

proves these events can never occur. Similar to Lemma 4.18, Lemma 4.20 uses the fact that a feasible v to

4.6.12 must correspond to a path from node S.0.0 to node D.1.T and the only arcs (i.k.t,j.l.s), such that

v . > 0 are arcs where either Pi.k.tj.l., > 0 or zi.kt = 1.

Lemma 4.20. For a feasible route y and feasible alteration strategy z to Formulation 4.4.1 that has a positive

probability of reaching the destination node D.1.T. if v is a feasible solution to 4.6.12 then Pr{V A } -- > 

i.k.t '

PROOF. Assume v is a feasible solution to 4.6.12. The solution v must correspond to a path P from

node S.0.0 to node D.1.T. Let,

P = {S.0.0 = i0 .k0 .t0 - i1 .k 1 .t1 > .. . - iM.kA.tA = D.1.T}

*We will prove the contra-positive that v >.0.P > 0. We know that only values of v

which are non zero are those on the path P. So we only need to show that Pr{V +/'"+i} > 0 for all

0 < m < M.
By construction of graph Ga we know that since (S.0.0, ii.ki.ti) E Ga then 0 < p i = Pr{V7 ii }.
Now for the induction step assume Pr{ }1Q,§tk j > 0 for some 1 < m < M. Either z 0

or zmktm= 1-

Case 1 Assume zimkm tm = 0. Since ov + 1- 1 we know that y +k- = 1, and

(im.km.tm,im+1.km+i.tm+1) E A, which means p "JA"'T > 0. We have assumed
Pr{V "''" } > 0 which means that PrfUim-km.tm} > 0. Therefore Pr{ "i "'",} -

im+ 1.k 1 t,+ im+1.km> .g .
.k.t i,1k * Pr{Ujm-km-tm I >0.

Case 2 Assume Zim.k,.tm 1. Either km = 0 or km = 1.



Case 2.1 Assume km 0. Since o"+ + = 1 by construction of graph G, we know
imn+1.kn+1.tn+1 = im.1.tm. Then by definition of the route alteration variable z when k, = 0,
Pr{Vi'"+1.km+1.tm+1 } = Pr{U, c t,} Pr{yi" -k,,,.t" } 0

Cae . 0Asuek1- - 1 Sic i, .. i,

Case 2.2 Assume km = 1. Since o+ = 1 by construction of graph Ga we know

im+1i.km+1-tm+1= D.0.tm1 and p +: > 0. Then by definition of the route alteration

variable z when k, = 1 and zI .k - 1, Pr{V k7".t"} P{VD "+ } = p Pt+f

Pr{fU-* }.tI > .D..tm+1 * P km.t

So in all cases we have shown that Pr{1< t + I' } > 0.

By induction we have established that Pr{V "'+1 '" 1 } > 0 for all 0 < mn < M. So we have proven
the result by contra-positive. E

Lemma 4.20 shows us that we can replace Table 3 with Table 4, which means that 4.6.11 and 4.6.12 are
equivalent.

TABLE 4. Energy Formulation Logic Table

(i.k.tEj.l.s) E A, such that (i.k.tj.l.s) c Aa such that

i.k.j.l {S.0,D.O,D.1} k= 0 and s = t or j.l =D.0

0 =1 =0 =1

y.1 0 - 1 Free Free Free

Pr{V/ } 0 =0 > 0 0 0 =0 > 0
v in problem 4.6.11 = 0 0 > 0 0 =0 =0 > 0
et{ in problem 4.6.12 = 0 0 > 0 -0 0 j=0 > 0

Like we did for the energy constraint for Formulation 4.3.7 we want to place a constraint which says that
the optimal solution to 4.6.12 is less than or equal to the total amount of energy the UUV has available. To
do this we need to take the dual of 4.6.12 which is shown in problem 4.6.13:

max deU +

(4.6.13a)

(4.6.13b)

s.t.

(4.6.13c)

(4.6.13d)

E
(i. k .t.j .1.s)GcA, j.kj .1 ~f S. 0. D.0,D.1

(i. k. t,D 0 s)EA

2 * Z t.k.t * Wif +-

2 * * (1 -zi.k.) *

E 2 * zi.0.t * w

i ujBe I w

w j.60 =0 V

o.w1-T = 0 V

(S.0.0,j.l.s) E As

(j.1.sD.1.T) E A8

(4.6.13e) u free w < 0

If we were to strictly take the dual of 4.6.12 the variables of type wij 0 and w D. 1 .T would not be in the
problem but for simplicity in notation we include those variables in 4.6.5 and set them to zero.

Similar to how we established the energy constraint for Formulation 4.3.7 we can use complimentary
slackness of w to conclude that 4.6.13 is equivalent to problem 4.6.14:



(4.6.14a) max deu

(4.6.14b)s.t. [Be I] []< -
jW~ -o

(4.6.14c) w s..o = 0

(4.6.14d) w D.T= 0

(4.6.14e)

(4.6.14f)

(4.6.14g)

(4.6.14h)

By multiplying
problem 4.6.15:

(4.6.15a) min uD.1.T

(4.6.15b)s.t. B'c

(4.6.15c)

(4.6.15d)

(4.6.15e)

(4.6.15f)

(4.6.15g)

(4.6.15h)

w M * (y.-

w > M * (zi.o.t

W 28 M _l * (zi.k.t

u free w < 0

V (S.0.0. j.l.s) c A,

V (j.l.s,D.1.T) E A,

1 - zi.k.t) V (i.k.t, j.l.s) such that i.k, j.1 {S.0, D.0, D.1}

1) V(i.0.t, i.1.t) E Aa

1) V(i.k.t, D.0.s) e Aa

through by negative one, and filling in the actual values of de we get the equivalent

V (S.0.0,j.l.s) E As

V (j.l.s, D.1.T) E A,

Y.k + zi.k.t) V (i.k.t, j..s) such that i.k, j.l ( {S.0, D.0, D.1}

zi.O.t)

zi.k.t)

V(i.0.t, i-lt) E A,

V(i.k.t, D.0.s) e Aa

4.6.3. Concluding Energy Constraint Remarks. We have established the energy consumption

linear programming problems 4.6.10 and 4.6.15 for Formulations 4.3.7 and 4.4.1 respectively. To add the

energy constraint to the either formulation we add the constraint,

UD1.T - US.0. < E

and the constraints of either 4.6.10 or 4.6.15 depending on which formulation we are using. We know that

we can add the energy constraint in this way from Lemma A.3.
When using the energy consumption linear programming problems created, the variables u are the node

potentials of the shortest path problem. Similar to other shortest path problems we can arbitrarily choose

one node potential to set to zero due to the linear dependance of the node-arc incident matrix [1]. For

convenience it is easiest to set us.o.o = 0 and the energy constraint just becomes UD.1.T < E. By doing this

it means that the large number Al only has to be bigger then the total amount of energy available E. We

will use Al = 2 * E to make it clear which values of w are used and which are not.

By setting us.o.o = 0 it makes it so that if there is a positive probability the UUV reaches node i.k.t then

Ui.k.t is the maximum amount of energy the UUV will consume if it were to reach the node. This means we

could add constraints such as Ui.k.t < p if we wanted to limit the maximum amount of energy the UUV can

spend to reach a given node.
At the beginning of this section we assumed e Is was the expected energy consumption value and we

reasoned that the energy consumption random variable would have a small variance. If we were not in a

situation where the variance was small we could use e = p + yo- where p is the expected value, o is

the variance, and y corresponds to the level of confidence we want that the UUV does not break the energy

constraint. The larger -y is the more conservative we are about the energy constraint.

- US.o.o

'[_u] > e
.0 0'-

w Al * (1 -

wf M<A * (1-

u free w > 0



This method for constraining the energy limits the maximum energy consumption on a path from node
S.0.O to node D.1.T which the UUV has a positive probability of transiting on. We have constructed the
energy constraint in a general way which does not use the fact that time and energy consumption values
are positively correlated. One of the main concerns for this method of constraining energy consumption is
whether or not it is too conservative. To argue that this constraint is not too conservative we will use the fact
that energy and time are positively correlated. We are only considering paths from S.0.0 to D.1.T which the
UUV has a positive probability of transiting on, which means we do not consider the energy consumption
on paths where the UUV does not reach the destination node by the end time T. This means that we are
not considering cases where a relatively large amount of time is consumed which results in the UUV not
reaching the destination node by time T. Since time and energy are positively correlated this means we
are also not considering cases where a relatively large amount of energy is consumed. This means we are
taking the maximum energy consumption of cases where the time and energy values are not abnormally
large. Therefore this method of constraining the energy consumption is not thought to be too conservative.

This method used for adding an energy constraint is rather general. If we wanted to add another resource
constraint we could use this same method. We have argued that a positive correlation between time and
energy makes it so that this method for the energy constraint is not too conservative. This implies that for
a new resource, no correlation with time might make this method too conservative.
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CHAPTER 5

Heuristics and Analysis

In this chapter we introduce potential heuristics for the different formulations we have developed. The
main focus of this paper is the stochastic time expanded formulation and the route alteration formulation,
so we will focus our run time analysis and heuristic performance analysis on these formulations. For the
simple formulation we will describe the heuristic proposed in [16] for the UUV route planning problem. For
the deterministic time expanded formulation we will discuss how to perform the nearest neighbor heuristic
in conjunction with time windows, and we will introduce the rounding heuristic. Continuing with the
stochastic time expanded model, we will analyze the run time of the exact formulation, look at how much
nearest neighbors are used in the exact solution to analyze if the nearest neighbor algorithm would provide
solutions similar to the exact solution, analyze the run time of the rounding heuristic, and analyze the
performance of the rounding heuristic compared to the exact solution and the solution to the relaxed linear
programming problem. For the route alteration formulation we look at the run time of the exact formulation
and adapt the rounding heuristic for use with the route alteration formulation.

5.1. The Simple Formulation

The first heuristic we will discuss is a nearest neighbor algorithm. We want to find a "good" path,

P = {S = io, ... ,AiM = D}.

We have a number of options of how to build a nearest neighbor path. Assume f(i, j) is some measure of
distance from i to j. 'We will later discuss some possibilities for f(i, j). We can build the path from the
start node to the destination node, from the destination node to the start node, or some combination of
the two which meets in the middle. The algorithm below uses a combination of building the path start to
destination, and destination to start.

In this nearest neighbor algorithm we have a set U which represents the current nearest neighbor partial
path from the start node, and the set 1W which represents the current nearest neighbor partial path from
the destination node. We choose to append the node which is closest to either U or WV. The hope for this
algorithm is that the two partial paths will meet in the middle.

Simple Formulation Nearest Neighbor Heuristic
begin

Let i1 = S, ji = D, and U = {i1} and W = {ji} be ordered sets. Let W' represent the set W

in reverse order.
Let y(U, W4, k) correspond to the decision vector y that represents the path P = U U{k} U W'.
Let |UI and |W1 denote the number of nodes in the sets U and W respectively.
while V = {k C N\ (UUW) :t'y(U,W,k) < T and e'y(U, W, k) < E} # 0.

Find k and / such that
f (ilul, k) min{f (ilul, a) : a E V} and f (l,ji wi) = min{f (b, ji wi) : b E V};

a b
if f(ilul, k) < f(l, jlwl) then append ilvl+1 = k to U
else append jl1wl+1 = 1 to 1W.

end
The created path is P = U U W'.
end



We have a number of options as to what to choose f(i.j) to be. Consider the functions below,

a * (tdij + tj 3 )/T + (1 - a) * (ej7 + e)I/E j

max{tji0 + t)/T, (eU + ej)/E}
f (z, 3) = . . .

where 0 < a < 1 and 3 > 0. The value a specifies which resource, time or energy, is most important. A value

a > .5 says time is the more important factor when choosing a nearest neighbor, and a value of a < .5 says

energy is the more important factor. The value of -y changes the weight between time and energy resources

and the reward for performing a task. We know the numerator of f(i, j) is less than one. So if we have a

reward system where ri > 1 then a value of - > 1 would favor tasks with higher rewards and 7' < 1 would

favor tasks with a low consumption of resources. In the first version of f(i, j) we take a weighted sum of the

fraction of time consumption and the fraction of energy consumption and divide this value by the reward

for task j. In the second version of f(i,j) we take the maximum of the time consumption fraction and of

the energy consumption fraction and divide by the reward for task j. These functions make logical sense

because they find a nearest neighbor which uses a small amount of resources and has a higher value for the

reward. The art of this this heuristic is in training the values a and '7 to provide the best results for the

situation at hand.
The second heuristic we will discuss is a cheapest insertion algorithm. We will start with the path from

the start node to the destination node and gradually insert nodes to build a path. Assume g(i, k, j) is some

measure of the distance from i to k to j. We will later discuss some possibilities for the function g.

Simple Formulation Cheapest Insertion Algorithm

begin
Let P = {S, D}.
Let P(i, k, j) be the path where k is inserted in between i and j, and i and j are consecutive

in P.
Let y(P) correspond to the decision vector y that represents the path P.

Let improve = true.

while improve =true
Find ij consecutive in P and k E N \ P such that g(i, kj) is minimal, t y(P(i, kj)) <

T, and e'y(P(i, k, j)) < E.
if no such i, j, k exist then improve = false
else insert k in between i and j in P.

end
end

Consider the some possibilities of g which are similar in nature to our previous function

(a* (t 3 +ta+ti- t )/T + (1 - a) * (eff + e + e - )/E

rk(max{(tkO tk1 + t 0 - i7)/T, (eff? +ke1 +e -e)E
g(i, k, j) -= . i rk +c~ .

where 0 < a < 1 and 0 > 0. The values of a and 'y have the same meaning as they did with the nearest

neighbor heuristic. Again, we have one function which uses a weighted average of the consumption fractions

and another which takes a the max of the consumption fractions. These functions make logical sense because

they punish a task for consuming resources but also favor tasks with a higher reward.

The goal of these heuristics is to create "good" solutions fast, so we can avoid the relatively large

amount of time it takes to solve a mixed integer programming problem. One of the reasons these heuristics

are considered fast is because from step to step there is little change in the values t'y and e'y where y

represents the current path for the heuristic. In fact the change is small enough so we can recompute these

values in 0(1) time. If we were to apply these heuristics to a formulation with time windows we have



to recompute these values at every step, which is O(n) time. The next section for the deterministic time
expanded formulation discusses a start to destination nearest neighbor path, and introduces a rounding
heuristic which uses the relaxed linear programming problem.

5.2. The Deterministic Time Expanded Formulation

For the simple formulation it takes 0(1) time to compute the change in the amount of time (and energy)
a route y uses from step to step in the heuristics we explained. When we introduce time windows if we were
to use the same type of heuristics it would take 0(n) time to compute the time and energy a route y will
consume at each iteration of the heuristic. We can however use a start node to destination node nearest
neighbor heuristic as opposed to the nearest neighbor heuristic which uses the nearest neighbor from the
destination node and the start node.

Deterministic Time Expanded Nearest Neighbor Heuristic
begin

Let i 1 = S and U = {ii} be an ordered set.

Let x(U, k) correspond to the solution x that represents the path P - U U{k, D}.
while V = {k E N \ (UU{D}): e'x < E and AdX = dd} # 0

Find k such that
f (U. k) = min{f (U, 1)|l E V}.
Append ilUl+1 = k to U.

end
The created path is P = U U{D}.
end

Again we assume function f(U, j) is some measure of distance from the last node in the set U to
j. Consider the nearest neighbor heuristic below. This start node to destination node nearest neighbor
heuristic is built so that the computation to see if e'x < E and Adx = dd is 0(1) time. We choose to
append the node to U which is closest to the last node added to the set U. The function to use for f(U, j) in
the deterministic time expanded formulation is similar to the simple formulation only now it uses the time
expanded graph which has time windows to determine the distance. Let i.1.t be the last node the UUV will
reach if it follows the partial path U, j.0.si E Nd be the node which the UUV will reach if it follows the
partial path U and then goes to node j, and (j.0.s1, j.1.s2 ) C Ad. Then some options for f(U, j) are below,

f(U,j) * (s - t)T + (1 - a) * (ej8 + elS)/E

f(U,j) = max{(s2 - t)/T, (ejOSi + ejI- )/E}) 

where 0 < a < 1 and 3 > 0. These are the same basic measures of distance we proposed for the simple
formulation but now we take into account the changing time and energy consumption due to the time
windows.

The second heuristic we will discuss we will call the rounding heuristic which takes the solution to the
relaxed linear programming problem and finds solutions to the integer programming problem. When we
relax problem 3.3.1 so that 0 < y < 1 instead of y binary (and 0 < x < 1), we can think of y as a strategy
for the UUV to move through graph G. This means that y has the following meaning,

yj. = the probability the UUV goes from node i.k to node j.l.

This definition of y would also change the definition of x to,

i. . the probability the UUV goes from node i.k.t to node j.s.iX~ h rbbltyteUVge rmi.k.t ktt oej~ls



So the solution y, x to the relaxed version of problem 3.3.1 would suggest that once the UUV reaches a node

i.k.t it should go to node j.l.s with probability,
j.l.s

(5.2.1) X~~

j I. .s'|(j '. .s',i.k.t)EAd

At first glance this appears to be a reasonable solution to the problem at hand, but this formulation does

have unresolved issues.
The first issue comes with the energy constraint. If we were to just use the constraint, e'y < E, and

we randomly chose what node to visit next according to a solution y, x the UUV may go on a path which

actually breaks the energy constraint. To handle the energy constraint we can use the method described

in 4.6 but now we must use an M large enough that My > E if yk > 0. So we can handle the relaxed

formulation of 3.3.1 and its energy constraint.

The next issue we cannot resolve deals with cycles in y. If the UUV were to randomly choose a path

according to a solution to the relaxed problem x as described in 5.2.1 it is possible the UUV does a task

more than once. To fix this problem we first change the probability of going to a node to the following,

if j.l has not

(5.2.2) Pr node i.k.t to node j.l.s yet been visted

o. )EAd and j'. not vet vi ited

0 otherwise

The problem with defining the transition probabilities for the UUV as shown in 5.2.2 is that there could be

no j.l which have not yet been visited such that x > 0. This would be a serious problem because then

the solution x to the relaxed problem 3.3.1 would provide no guidance on where the UUV should go next.

This problem is caused by the fact that there could be a positive flow on a cycle in y. Since y is no longer

binary we cannot eliminate these cycles as we did in Chapter 2. This inability to eliminate cycles makes it

so that we cannot use a solution y and x to problem relaxed 3.3.1 as an actual strategy for the UUV, but

we can use the solution to find "good" solutions with the rounding heuristic.

Deterministic Time Expanded E-Rounding Heuristic

begin
Relax problem 3.3.1 so that 0 < y < 1 and 0 < x < 1 and solve the relaxed problem.

Let U = {PIP is a path from S.1 to D.0 in y with flow greater than E, and is a feasible route

for the UUV}.
Find Pmax E U such that the reward for Pma, is greater than or equal to all other paths in U.

Pmnax is the path returned for the heuristic.
end

The e-Rounding Heuristic looks at the solution y for the relaxed problem 3.3.1 and finds all paths with

flow greater than e and chooses the best feasible path among them. When checking if a path P is feasible

we must ensure that the corresponding yp and xp satisfy the constraints in problem 3.3.1 which takes 0(n)

time. Clearly the smaller E is higher the number is of paths that must be checked. The hope for this heuristic

is that the number of paths necessary to check is relatively small, and the solutions provided are "good".

The art of this heuristic will be in choosing the right E. Due to the similarity between the deterministic time

expanded formulation and the stochastic time expanded formulation we differ our analysis of the rounding

heuristic to the stochastic case, leaving the belief that the heuristic will perform similarly in each case as

further work.
Another way to interpret the rounding heuristic is that we take the solution to the relaxed problem 3.3.1

and we eliminate all the arcs in (i.kj.l) E A such that y j. < 6 and the corresponding arcs (i.k.tj.l.s) e Ad

and we solve problem 3.3.1 with this smaller graph. The thought is that doing this eliminates enough arcs in

A and Ad that we can solve the new problem much faster and the solutions are near optimal in the original

problem. One variant of this heuristic would be to eliminate all arcs (i.k, j.l) E A such that y . < E and

j.l 7 D.0 and eliminate all corresponding arcs in Ad. We leave the analysis of this variant of the rounding

heuristic as further work.



5.3. The Stochastic Time Expanded Formulation

5.3.1. Random Generation of Example Problems. The majority of our analysis will be on the
stochastic time expanded formulations and proposed heuristics for the problem. First we will describe the
test set of problems we used to randomly simulate a problem for the UUV. The first item to address is the
map design. The map used for the UUV problems is 10 nautical miles by 10 nautical miles with three time
depended no go zones for the UUV. The first time dependent no go zone is supposed to simulate a shipping
lane splitting the map in half from the bottom left corner to the top right corner and the UUV cannot pass
through this zone from 8 AM to 8 PM. The second time dependent no go zone is supposed to simulate a
fishing area as a polygon near the top left corner which the UUV cannot enter between 6 AM and 10 AM.
The third time dependent no go zone is supposed to represent a anchorage area as a square near the bottom
right corner which the UUV cannot enter between 10 PM and 2 AM. We also add current to the situation
which changes over time to simulate the tide. The tide is assumed to have a period of 11 hours 25 minutes.
In these problems we use seconds as the standard unit of time, so we simulate the tide with the functions
below being used for the current in the north and east directions where a negative value implies a current
in the opposite direction,

sin(27rt/(11 x 3600 + 25 x 60)) is the current in the East direction for time t

.5 * sin(27rt/(11 x 3600 + 25 x 60)) is the current in the North direction for time t

The UUV is given a relative speed of 2 knots but its actual speed over ground at a specific time t is dependent
on the current.

Figure 5.1 depicts this setting for the UUV. For an example problem with n tasks, the start node, all n
tasks, and the destination node are randomly placed on the map according to a uniform distribution. So far
we have not introduced any random variables into the problem design to make the transit times stochastic.
To introduce stochasticity into the situation we will use the problem we have designed thus far to calculate
the expected value for the UUV's transit time. We will assume the transit time is normally distributed with
the mean calculated from the map characteristics we have described and the standard deviation being the
mean divided by 10. We have the standard deviation increasing linearly with the mean to create relatively
large standard deviations so that the randomness of the transit times is an important factor in the problem.

We have established how we come up with the transit times in our example problems now we must
establish the time to complete a task. To do this we will again use the map shown in Figure 5.1. For a
specific task i to establish the expected time to complete a task choose two random points (A and B) on
the map in Figure 5.1 with a uniform distribution over the map (independent of the actual location of task
i) and the transit from A to B will represent the completion of the task at i.

For the stochastic time expanded formulation to build the graph G, we need to discretize time so we
also need to discretize the normal distribution of the transit times to come up with the problem parameters

pi.k.t Let 6t represent the time step we have chosen to use for the stochastic time expanded problem. Let
us assume that the UUV is going to depart node i.k at time step t to transit to node j.l and let p, o- be the
mean and standard deviation of the transit time. Let,

(1 if k = 0.
n 0 otherwise.

Smin max tmin, t +

Smax t +

Let T represent the random variable for the transit time. We assign the values pj in the following way,
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FIGURE 5.1. Map Used To Randomly Generate Example Problems

p'"" = Pr T <p 2o+ 2

p = Pr {t(s - t) - 6 T t(s - t) + 2 } for smin < S < smax

p"".1."= - Pr T < P + 2o- 2

p.k.t = 0 for all other s

As an example assume t = 0, p = 170/60hr, and a 17/60hr. Figure 5.2 shows the continuous normal

distribution for the transit time as well as the discretized distribution for 6t = .5hr.

We have established a method for randomly creating a problem for the UUV, and for assigning the p

problem parameters to build the graph G,, but we still need a value for T. We are interested in values of

T which force the time constraint to be tight so the UUV must carefully choose which tasks to complete in

which order and will usually not be able to complete all tasks. To come up with a value for T we will consider

the length of an optimal tour for a traveling salesman problem(TSP). Lets ignore the time dependent no

go zones, and the current, and consider solving a TSP on a 10 nm by 10 nm area. Let L(n, A) represent

the optimal value of a TSP with n points randomly distributed over an area A with a uniform distribution.

Using a Euclidean measure for distance we know from [14] that,

L(n, A) n--+ 6 K v'A with probability 1

where K is a constant that has been approximated to .765 [14]. For A = 100 in our 10 nm by 10 nm square

we will use this fact to approximate L(n, A) with the value .765 x 10 x ri (nm). The UUV is traveling at a
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FIGURE 5.2. Example Discretization of Transit Time

speed of 2 knots so we can estimate L (n, A) with the value .765 x 5 x 3600 x V/(n-) (sec). Switching from the

TSP to our UUV problem the value L(n, A) could be used as a value to estimate the time used to transit

from task to task if all tasks were completed in a n - 1 task problem. This value does not take into account

the amount of time which will be needed to complete tasks. Since we are interested in problems where the

UUV cannot likely complete all tasks we will ignore an estimation of the time it takes to complete a task

and use 5 x 3600 x V/n (sec) as the total amount of time available. Which means that,

T -5 x 3600 x Vn

Cot

where & is the chosen step size.

For the reward for each task we randomly choose a, real valued number between 0 and 10. The last

parameter needed for randomly generating example problems is we set #=.9. We leave the analysis on the

effects of changing the # value as further work.

5.3.2. Run Time Analysis for Optimal Solutions. We have set the stage for how we randomly
create instances of problems to solve. The only parameter left undefined is o& which we will usually set to

be 1800 (sec) but will do some analysis on how the value 6t effects the run time for finding solutions.
The first analysis done is on the run time to find solutions to randomly generated example problems. We

solved example problems with five different combinations of the total time and the time step as described

below for n task problems,

" Total time = 5 x 3600 x Vn increases with the square root of n-, and of=1800 remains constant.

" Total time = 5 x 3600 x v'5 remains constant, and &t = 1800 remains constant.
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* Total time = 5 x 3600 x n increases with the square root of n, and St = - x 1800/ 510 increases
with the square root of n to keep the ratio total time/St = 10 x 10 constant.

" Total time = 5 x 3600 x 10 remains constant, and St = 1800 remains constant.
" Total time = 5 x 3600 x /5H increases with the square root of n, and 6t = V x 1800/v5 increases

with the square root of n to keep the ratio total time/St = 10 x v constant.

For each one of these combinations of the total time and the step size 6t, one hundred randomly generated
example problems were solved for different sizes of problems. The mean and standard deviation of the time
it takes to solve the exact formulation is shown in Figure 5.3.

We see in Figure 5.3 that the slowest solution time is when the total time increases as St remains constant.
When the ratio between the total time and St is held constant the resolution of the graph G, decreases but
we see faster solving times. When the total time and St are held constant we see much faster solution times.
This run time analysis helps us draw the following conclusions,

" As expected the more tasks n the UUV has the option of completing, the slower the solution time.
" The ratio of total time/St effects the solution time, seemingly more than the number of tasks n.
* The total time the UUV has available for a mission seems to have the greatest effect on the solution

time.

The reason the ratio total time/St has such an impact on the solution time is due to the fact that as
this ratio increases linearly the size of the vector x grows quadratically. This means that if we want to
add complexity to the problem to encompass another problem parameter we should not consider adding
another dimension to the graph G, because this would again increase the number of x variables at least
quadratically and ultimately cause the solution speed to become catastrophically slow. For example, when
adding the energy constraint we could have discretized energy and had nodes of type i.k.t.e where e is the
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FIGURE 5.4. Stochastic Time Expanded Formulation With Energy Constraint Run Time

energy level but we were able to add the energy constraint without adding this extra dimension. The solution

speed analysis thus far has been without considering the energy constraint. Now we will add the energy

constraint to the formulation and again test the solution speed. To add the energy constraint we must first

describe how we generate the values E and e3 for a randomly generated example problem. We will use a

random variable H/ which is uniformly distributed between 1/2 and 3/2 for each arc in A and independent

of each other and all other problem parameters. Then we assign the energy parameters in the following way,

e E =T.

" e = (s - t)HKj for all (i.k.tj.1.s) E A8 .

Repeating the solution time analysis we get Figure 5.4 which shows us that adding the energy constraint

to the formulation does slow down the run time. From this analysis we draw the conclusion that if we were

to add another characteristic for the UUV without adding another dimension to the graph Gs the solution

speed would be effected similarly to how it was for the energy constraint. We discuss adding another problem

parameter in the further research section but leave the analysis on the effect adding the parameter has on

the solution speed as further work.

5.3.3. Nearest Neighbor Heuristic. For a nearest neighbor heuristic for the stochastic problem we

can use the same heuristic as in the deterministic problem but we must change the distance function f(U, j)
so that it handles stochastic parameters. The most obvious way to change the f(U, j) function is to use

expected values. If we know the UUV is going to go from node i.k to node j.1 then we can estimate the

expected time to transit on the arc (i.k,j.l) with the function below,



[The expected time to- Z.k* * ( * kit i-k*t (i k. t
E transit from i.k to J.1 - (' k ^ I )/

+T * s'ik x 1 k t

Sj . (i.k.tj..s)EA

The first term is the probability the UUV goes on the arc (i.k.tj.ls) given that the UUV is at node i.k

before time step T, times the time the UUV uses on the arc, which is (s - t). The second term is a penalty

for the expected transit time if the UUV arrives at node j.1 after time step T. We have chosen T to be the

penalty coefficient on the probability the UUV does not reach node j.l by time step T but it may be useful

to use another term if T is too harsh or lenient. This is the best way to calculate the expected transit time

from (i.k, j.l) if we restrict ourselves to only using the stochastic graph G,, but in most situations it will

possible to use the original continuous distribution for the amount of time it will take to make the transit

from i.k to j.l for a given expected departure time. For example in the method we are using the randomly

generate example problems we specifically calculate the expected transit time and use this value to create

the graph G,. To calculate the expected energy consumption we can use the same function as above but

just replace (s - t) with e*", and T with E. Once we have established a way to calculate the expected time

for a transit and expected energy consumption for a transit we can use the same function for f(U, j) as we

had with the determinist problem but replace (s2 - t) with the expected transit time and (eC7 + ent)

with the expected energy consumption.
For our analysis on the using a nearest neighbor heuristic we will not include the energy constraint

and focus on the nearest neighbors according to transit time. For all of the randomly generated example

problems we will take the total time to be 5 x 3600 x jn and 6t = 1800. We leave the actual implementation

of a nearest neighbor heuristic and its performance as future work but we will look at whether a nearest

neighbor heuristic would work probabilistically. We will solve randomly generated example problems and

look at the percent the UUV goes from the start node to the task which is its nearest neighbor for different

distance metrics. For a problem with n tasks we will say that a specific task has an a priori probability of

1/n of being chosen to be performed first. We will compare this probability to the actual fraction of time

the nearest neighbor is chosen first. We will look at four different metrics for the distance (d(i)) to a node i

from the start node S,

d (i) (The expected time to transit to i and complete the task at i) 2

d(i) =i

d() The expected time to transit to i and complete the task at i

ri

d (i) =The expected time to transit to i and complete the task at i

1
d (i) = -

We solved one thousand problems for each example problem of each size n = 3, 4,... ,14. Figure 5.5

plots the fraction of times the nearest neighbor to the start node is completed first in the optimal solution vs.

the a priori probability 1/n of choosing a node to be performed first for each of the distance metrics d(i). We

see similar results for Time2 /rcward and Time/reward while both of these give higher rates than the other

two distance metrics. Figure 5.5 shows us that the rate the nearest neighbor is chosen to be performed first

is statistically significant, and it is extremely unlikely that in the one thousand random example problems

for each n the fraction the nearest neighbor is chosen first is actually due solely to chance. This suggests

that a nearest neighbor heuristic may perform similarly to solving the problem exactly.

We can repeat the analysis done thus far for the second nearest neighbor as well. Figure 5.6 plots the

fraction of time the second nearest neighbor to the start node is completed first in the optimal solution vs.

the a priori probability i/n of choosing a node to be performed first for each of the distance metrics d(i).

Again Time2 /rcward and Time/reward have the highest fraction and perform similarly. This suggests that
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we could use an alternative heuristic which uses random variables to create a route. We would say that
the probability the nearest neighbor is chosen to be performed next equals the fraction of time the nearest
neighbor is chosen first in these randomly generate problems, the probability the second nearest neighbor is
chosen to be performed next equals the fraction of time the second nearest neighbor is chosen first in these
randomly generated problems, and we continue in this fashion to define a probability of being chosen for
all of the remaining tasks. The hope of this type of heuristic is that the majority of the time the nearest
neighbor is chosen to be performed first in optimal solutions but it allows routes to be generated which do
not always choose the nearest neighbor and that the more this randomization is repeated to come up with
routes the greater the likelihood is that the optimal route is found.

For a problem with n tasks with an optimal solution which completes m of those tasks the a priori
probability a specific task is performed on the optimal solution is thought to be m/n. Figure 5.7 plots
the fraction of time the nearest neighbor to the start node is performed (but not necessarily completed
first) vs. the a priori probability of m/n a task is performed in the optimal route for the distance metric
Time/reward. This suggests that even though the nearest neighbor is not always performed first it does
have a statistically significant probability of being completed on the optimal path. This suggests that a
nearest neighbor heuristic coupled with a route improvement heuristic such as r-Opt [15] may perform well
since the nearest neighbor is performed so often on the optimal path.

For all of this analysis we only considered the nearest neighbor to the start node due to the belief that
once a task i is chosen to be completed we can just skip to node i and consider it as the new start node with
the remaining uncompleted tasks available for completion. There are some flaws in this thinking because the
UUV is likely to work towards the destination node, but we leave the analysis of this assumption as future
work.
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The analysis we have done for nearest neighbor heuristics looks at whether or not they might be useful,

but we leave the analysis of their actual performance as future work.

5.3.4. Rounding Heuristic. The rounding heuristic can be used for the stochastic problem just as it

can be used in the deterministic problem. However, for the stochastic problem there are constraints which

we can add to the relaxed formulation of 4.3.7 to get "better" solutions. The constraints below would be

redundant or unneeded constraints in Formulation 4.3.7, but when they are added to the relaxed formulation

they have an important impact on the quality of the solution for the relaxed problem.

(5.3.1) X.ki' p kty V(i.k.t,j.l.s) E AJ(i.kj.1) E A

(5.3.2) x > #y V(i.kj.l) c A
t,s|(i.k.t1j.1.s)EA,

(5.3.3) x j7 p,{L2 xikS p {7 V(i.k.t, j.l.si), (i.k.tj.l.s 2) E A,

The goal of constraints 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3 is to push the possible values of y for a relaxed problem

closer to being binary. Constraint 5.3.1 is added to drive down the value of an x arc when its corresponding

y arc has a value less than one. For larger values of y on an arc constraint 5.3.2 is designed to push the value

of the sum of the flow across the corresponding x arcs up. Constraint 5.3.3 is a constraint which may be

beneficial in the mixed integer formulation as well as the relaxed formulation of 4.3.7 and says that the ratio

between the p values for arcs leaving a node in G, must be equal to the ratio between the corresponding

x values if the x values are non-zero, and otherwise they must both be zero. Constraint 5.3.3 is important

because it makes it so that the relaxed problem solution cannot just send flow along arcs which represent a

transit time random variable realizing a small value, but it must send flow along all the arcs.
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We will analyze the performance and efficiency of the rounding heuristic. For all of the randomly
generated examiple problems we will take the total time to be 5 x 3600 x fri and 6t = 1800.

Obviously when using the rounding heuristic the number of solutions checked and the performance of
the rounding heuristic depend on the value of c. Figure 5.8 is a plot which shows the average and standard
deviation of the number of solutions checked for different values of e. If we were to conduct a brute force
search over all permutations for the optimal solution the number of solutions necessary to check for an n
task problem would be,

n n

m=0
This means that for problems of size 10 and for E = .000001 we check on average 100 solutions as opposed
to 9,864, 101 in the brute force search and then only 20 solutions are checked for when E= .01.

There is no arguing that the rounding heuristic looks at only a miniscule fraction of permutations
compared to a brute force search, but does it find solutions which are relatively "good"? Figure 5.9 looks
at the quality performance of the rounding heuristic for different values of E. We compare the best solution
found in the rounding heuristic for different values of E to the true optimal value for one hundred randomly
generate problems of each size n. We see from Figure 5.9 that the epsilon rounding heuristic performs quite
well with mean optimality ratios staying above .9 for all tested values of E. The lower group of lines shown
in Figure 5.9 is the ratio between the objective function value found using the rounding heuristic and the
objective function value found in the relaxed problem 4.3.7. The gap in between the upper group of lines and
the lower group of lines in due to the duality gap [9]. As seen in Figure 5.9 we continued using the rounding
heuristic for problems too large to be solved exactly with Formulation 4.3.7 but for these larger values of
n the ratio between the rounding heuristic and relaxed problem decreases slightly but stays above .8 which
suggests that the rounding heuristic slowly decreases its performance. This is because as n increases more
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arcs begin to have a positive flow across them, which means that to maintain a high level of performance we
would need to decrease the value of e with n.

We have established that the rounding heuristic greatly reduces the number of solutions checked and the
performance of the rounding heuristic is near optimal for a well chosen value of E, but we will now analyze
how much faster the rounding heuristic is compared to the exact formulation. Figure 5.10 shows the mean
and standard deviation of the time necessary to solve the relaxed version of problem 4.3.7 for one hundred
example problems of each size n solved. As shown in Figure 5.3 the average time necessary to solve a problem
of size 10 is one fifth the same amount of time necessary to solve the exact formulation. It takes 0(n) time
to test each possible solution given from the rounding heuristic, but the analysis on the run time necessary
to choose the best solution is left for future work. One of the benefits of the rounding heuristic is that once
the relaxed problem is solved we can look at the solution to decide upon the best E to use. Therefore we
can always pick an c which will provide a solution relatively fast, which is another reason why we are rather
unconcerned with the run time necessary to choose the best solution from those which the rounding heuristic
gives to check.

5.4. The Route Alteration Formulation

To analyze the route alteration formulation we will use the same method for randomly generating example
problems as described for for the stochastic time expanded formulation.

5.4.1. Run Time Analysis. We will repeat the same analysis done for the run time of the stochastic
time expanded formulation for the route alteration formulation. Figure 5.11 shows the mean solution time
and standard deviation to find optimal solutions to the route alteration formulation. As expected Figure 5.11
shows us that the solution speed for the route alteration formulation is a lot slower than for the stochastic
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time expanded formulation. To see if the added time of solving the alteration formulation is worthwhile we
compare the optimal solution for the stochastic time expanded formulation to the alteration formulation.
Figure 5.12 shows us that optimal solutions for the stochastic time expanded formulation stays within
approximately 10 percent but its performance varies widely. The belief is that as n increases the benefit of
using the route alteration formulation is diminished, but no strong conclusion can be gained from the data.

5.4.2. Heuristics. Heuristics for the route alteration formulation will involve two steps. First finding a
"good" route to the stochastic time expanded formulation and using it to find a "good" route and alteration
strategy for the route alteration formulation.

Nearest Neighbor/Rounding Heuristic for Plan Alteration Formulation
begin

Let y and x be the result from solving the stochastic time expanded formulation either exactly
or with a heuristic.
Let m be the first task completed in the route y which satisfies, Z' 40U < 1.

(m.1.t,j.O.s)EA,

If no such m exists let m be the last task completed on route y.
Let y =(m) represent the constraints,

yd = y if y = 1 and tasks i, j are complete before task m on route y
Let y(m) be the solution to the route alteration formulation with the added constraints y
y(mn).
Return the route y(m).

end
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This heuristic depends on the fast calculation of the solution y(m). Figure 5.13 shows the average run
time and standard deviation for the time needed to find the solution y(m). We can see that as compared
the run time needed to find optimal routes the run time to compute y(m) is very fast.

To analyze the performance of the route alteration heuristic we will use the route given by the rounding
heuristic with e = .000001 for the stochastic time expanded formulation as the base solution 9. Figure 5.14
shows us how close to optimal the route alteration heuristic performs and suggests that this heuristic performs
within 10% of the optimal solution but there is a negative trend as n increases. A simple reason for this decline
is caused by the slight decreasing performance of the c heuristic for the stochastic formulation. Another reason
believed to cause this decreasing performance is that by using a solution to the stochastic formulation as an
initial solution to the route alteration formulation, the heuristic is not able to take advantage of being able
to alter the route as much as in the exact formulation.

5.5. Conclusions

Route planning for a UUV is a hard problem to solve, as shown in the analysis on the run time to find
solutions. It is thought, however, that as the total amount of time for a mission increases, the number of
tasks will decrease and the resolution needed to solve the problem will become more coarse. This is because
as operation areas increase in size and the total amount of time the UUV has available increases, users will
define tasks in more general terms by grouping relatively short tasks which are related and are relatively
close to one another. For these reasons we conclude that for large problems the rounding heuristic provides
a "good" solution quickly, while for most real world problems Formulation 4.3.7 will be able to be solved
exactly.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

The objective of this research was to develop a usable formulation of the route planning problem for
a UUV. This problem was approached through a series of formulations which increased in their ability to
capture realistic problems a UUV will face. The thesis aimed to find robust solutions in a stochastic setting.

We started in Chapter 2 with a naive formulation which could not capture real world situations, and
did not provide robust solutions, but provided guidance for subsequent formulations. The decision variables,
constraints, and concept of the simple formulation 2.2.1 were the backbone of this thesis.

Chapter 3 continued, to introduced time dependent no go zones into the problem, and consequently
introduced time expanding graphs to handle the added complexity. Formulation 3.3.1 handled a more
realistic problem, but still provided solutions which were not robust. The deterministic time expanded
graph led directly to the stochastic time expanded graph by taking an are in the former and splitting it to
model the stochasticity of the transit times and develop the latter.

With the stochastic time expanded graph built, the goal was to constrain from below the probability the
UUV reached the destination node within the total time allotted. To accomplish this we derived constraints,
and ultimately built the linear programming problem 4.3.6 designed to calculate the probability the UUV
transits on an arc in the stochastic time expanded graph with a flow variable on the graph. Lemmas 4.9,
and 4.10 proved the usefulness of 4.3.6 and allowed us to constrain from below and maximize over the flow
variables on the stochastic time expanded graph to equivalently constrain from below and maximize over the
probabilities of transiting on an arcs in the stochastic time expanded graph. This result led to formulation
4.3.7.

Next we took Formulation 4.3.7 and we continued to add even more realism in the decision making the
UUV has with Formulation 4.4.1. Then we discussed potential objective functions for Formulations 4.3.7
and 4.4.1, and continued to reintroduce an energy constraint into these formulations. The method used for
the energy constraint was general and provided a guideline for adding further resource constraints to a UUV
route planning problem.

The conclusion of the main body of this thesis does analysis and provides heuristics for the UUV route
planning problem. The analysis focused on Formulations 4.3.7 and 4.4.1 because these are considered the
main contributions of this thesis. We looked at the run time of Formulation 4.3.7 with and without an energy
constraint considered, and for differing values of the step size used to discretize the problem. We also looked
at the trade off between Formulations 4.3.7 and 4.4.1 in performance and and computational speed. Then
we considered the nearest neighbor heuristic, did analysis for whether or not this heuristic would provide
solutions similar to optimal solutions, and for what type of distance metric should be used with the heuristic.
Finally a rounding heuristic was introduced and analyzed in run time, and performance as compared to an
optimal solution.

This thesis successfully develops a formulation of the route planning problem for a UUV which captures
many real world characteristics. The route planning problem is shown to be computationally difficult with
the evidence being the time needed to find exact solutions. The computational analysis this thesis provides
a guideline for setting problem problem parameters so that a solution can be found. For larger problems the
E rounding heuristic developed is shown to be a good alternative to finding exact solutions and allows the
user to balance computation time and performance with the choice of the value of c. Overall, the results for
the formulations developed provide promising results that suggest handling the route planning problem as
we have in this thesis is relatively tractable when considering the complexity of the problem at hand.



6.1. Further Topics

6.1.1. Further Analysis. This paper has focused on the formulation of the UUV task planning prob-

lem but there are many areas of analysis left to be done. One of the important problem parameters which

has not been analyzed is the value of 0. In all of the analysis done in Chapter 5 we set # = .9. Sensitivity

analysis on the value of # is necessary to help users decide on the right value of # for a specific real world

problem. Due to the constraints used in the relaxation of Formulation 4.3.7 it is believed that smaller values

of # would increase the duality gap between the exact formulation and the relaxed problem, which could

effect the performance of the rounding heuristic.
For all of the randomly generated example problems we used the same 10 nm by 10 nm box with the

same three time dependent no go zones and the same current. It is important to know how different problem

settings would effect the use of the exact formulations and of the heuristics. More importantly, are there

problem settings which lead to a drastic increase in the time needed to solve the exact formulation, or

which lead to heuristics performing poorly? For example, one of the benefits of the rounding heuristics is

the drastic reduction in the number of solutions which are checked which lends the question of if there are

problem settings which cause the number of solutions which are checked to be relatively large.

The formulations proposed in this thesis depend on the discretization of time. An interesting area of

further work would be to see how much this discretization effects the correctness of the formulations. When

the continuous real valued random variables are realized, does the UUV really have a probability of # of

reaching the destination node by the end time, and if not what is the true confidence level? Obviously

the finer the resolution the more accurate the formulation will be, but we have seen that a finer resolution

increases the time needed to find an optimal solution greatly. Finding the appropriate balance is necessary

to implement the proposed formulations in real world problems.

6.1.2. When to Resolve the Problem. As a UUV is following a proposed route it will gain knowledge

of its surrounds about the bathymetry and about the true strength of the current. One of the benefits of

the formulations we have proposed is that the x values calculate the probability the UUV reaches nodes at

certain times. This means that if the UUV finds itself in a low probability state, it may be beneficial to

resolve the problem with the first hand knowledge gained about the situation. An important next step to

this thesis would be to get an idea on when the UUV should resolve the problem, knowing that it wants to

limit the total number of recalculations to not waste time and energy. Another issue is that we can more

accurately predict problem settings such as current in the short term, so a formulation which has a high

resolution at the beginning and a decreasing resolution as time continues may be beneficial as far as the time

needed to find solutions, and then the UUV can choose to resolve the problem once a resolution threshold

has been surpassed.

6.1.3. Generating More Robust Solutions. In the stochastic time expanded model we use p as a

problem parameter. To calculate the values of p we use the knowledge we have about the bathymetry, the

no go zones, and the current. In real world problems it is likely that we do not have perfect knowledge of

these problem settings which means that the values p become random variables. It may, however, be much

more practical to put each value in the vector p in a window so that p E [ - P, P + P]. This lends itself to

applying the Bertsimas-Sims method to the problem, and testing how this formulation performs as compared

to the formulations in this thesis.

6.1.4. A New Type of Task. In this thesis we only considered tasks where the UUV must go to

a location and perform some type of act which we have an idea on the time, and energy it will take to

complete. In real world situations UUV's must manage between performing tasks and surveillance. In

surveillance the UUV must choose how long to stay on station and when to depart the location. We can

incorporate surveillance into the route alteration formulation in the following way.

Let i G I be the nodes which represent the performance of a task. Let i E I be the nodes which

represent surveillance. Since the UUV can choose how long to stay on station for surveillance we can alter

the parameter p by saying pf70 = 1 Vs > t and i E 7. Due to the randomness of transit times we do

not know exactly when the UUV will arrive at a surveillance location but we can control when the UUV

leaves. Let us say that we want to pick one specific time t the UUV must leave a surveillance location. That



would mean we want to pick one t value such that zi.i.t = 0. So we can incorporate the addition of these
surveillance nodes by replacing the constraint,

T

zi.i. < z with ((1 - Zi.At) = 1 Vi E I.
t=o

This constraint would make the UUV choose one time t for the UUV to leave a surveillance node if it wants
to continue on with the route, and if the UUV arrives as node i.k.s where s f t then the UUV must go to
the destination node.

There would also be a change in the reward function. Let ri be the reward gained for completing task
i if i E I and let ri be the rate the UUV gains reward for surveillance at i if i E I. Then we would change
the objective function to be,

iEI ((i.0.t,i.1.s)EA, iE (i.0.t,i.1.s)A s
This is one possible way to formulate the addition of surveillance nodes in our problem. Further work needs
to be done on the performance of this formulation.

6.1.5. Incorporating GPS Fixes. One nuance specific to a UUV problem is that when submerged
the UUV cannot fix its location exactly and tries to estimate its position with its relative speed in the water
and its best guess on the strength of the current. It happens quite frequently that a UUV believes it is
performing a task such as sea floor mapping on the area intended but in reality it is performing the task on
another area all together. This means that the quality of the completion of each task depends on the time
since it last got an exact fix of its location. To get an exact fix on its location the UUV must surface, which
takes time, energy, and increases the chances of detection. With this in mind it would be useful to have a
formulation which allows the UUV to specifically plan when it will take GPS fixes. To incorporate fixes into
a route we can add duplicate arcs to the decision graph G which represent the UUV getting a GPS fix. So
we would have arcs (i.1,j.0) which represent not taking a fix and arcs (i.1, j.0f) which represent taking a

fix. So we would have variables y>. and yf in to the formulation. Then in the time expanded graph we

would have the corresponding variables xjoft. The addition of these variables does not change the generali.1Lt
formulation of the stochastic time expanded graph. If we want the UUV to be able to sometimes choose
to take a fix and sometimes not, depending on the time the UUV arrives at a node then we would need to
incorporate new binary variables similar to the alteration variables z. This addition in problem complexity
can be added easily to the route alteration formulation. The real difficulty of incorporating GPS fixes is how
to change the reward function for tasks to depend on when the UUV made its last fix. This reduces to being
able to keep track of the time since the last fix for the UUV. As we saw in our analysis the time needed to
solve exact formulations is very dependent on the number of x variables, which means we want to stay away
from adding another dimension to the time expanded graph.

One way we can keep track of the last time since a GPS fix is by adding flow constraints to the decision

graph G which represent the expected time since the last fix. Let wk represent the expected time since the
last fix when the UUV arrives at node j.. Consider the constraints below designed to set the values for w.

Z w{ - ( > ( (s -tx - Tyj f Vi.k N
(i.k~j.l )EA ( j.1,i.k)E A (i.k.t~j.I.s)GEA,

This constraint says that if the UUV goes on arc (i.k, j.If) then the we can set the time flow out of node i.k
to zero. If the UUV goes on arc (i.k, j.l) then the time flow out of node arc i.k must be at least the amount
of time flow into node i.k plus the expected amount of time it will take to transit on arc (i.k, j.1). Since
w will have a negative impact on the objective function this constraint would properly calculate the values

Wj. So then we could change the reward function to be,

i= r (i.0.ti.1.s)EA )



Where a, is a specific amount that defines how much the reward decreases (linearly) as the time since the

last fix increases. This linearly penalizes the time since the last fix for each task. This proposal for how to

handle GPS fixes works for the stochastic time expanded formulation. An area for more research would be

how to incorporate tracking the time since the last fix in a route alteration formulation. It is believed that

time flow variables placed on the time expanded graph G, would work for a route alteration formulation.



APPENDIX A

A.1. Overtaking

First we will discuss overtaking in a deterministic time expanded graph. To understand overtaking
consider a time expanded network shown in Figure 1(a). The arc (i2 ,j3 ) overtakes arc (ii,j 4 ) because its
departure time is bigger but its arrival time is smaller. For the UUV problem overtaking arcs are caused
by time dependent no go zones being active and then inactive. The UUV can always wait and depart at
a later time, so it could follow the arcs shown in Figure 1(b). Instead of having arcs which represent the
UUV waiting for a no go zone to become inactive, we can make the wait time inherent. So in Figure 1(c)
we replace the arcs (ii, i 2), and (i2 ,3j3 ) with the single arc (i, Aj). This means that for the UUV problem
we can transform the initial time expanded graph shown in Figure 1(a) with the graph shown in Figure
1(d). Making this transformation allows us to assume there are no overtaking arcs in the deterministic time
expanded graph Gd for the UUV problem.

To consider overtaking in a stochastic time expanded graph consider Figure 2(a) where the number on
the arcs is the probability we travel on that arc when departing from the corresponding node. As shown in
Figure 2(a) if we leave node i1 then the probability we reach node j by time 3 is 2/3 but if we leave from
node i2 the probability we reach node j by time 3 is 1. This is an example of overtaking in a probabilistic
setting. For a UUV problem since the UUV can choose to wait then the best way to travel from node ii to
node j to reduce the expected amount of time in transit is shown in Figure 2(b). To eliminate the arc (iI, i2)
we can equivalently use the graph shown in Figure 2(c) to represent the best way to travel from node i1 to
node j. This means that for the UUV problem we can transform the initial stochastic time expanded graph
shown in Figure 2(a) to the graph shown in Figure 2(d). Making this transformation allows us to assume
that if a UUV leaves a node at time t the probability it reaches node j by time s is greater than or equal to
the probability the UUV reaches node j by time s if it leaves at a time t+ > t.

11 Oil 1, ii 12 cl

(a) Initial Graph (b) Allowing Wait- (c) Replacing (d) Transformed
ing at a Node Waiting Arcs Graph

FIGURE A. 1. Overtaking Figures For Deterministic Time Expanded Graph
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A.2. Deterministic and Stochastic Time Expanded Graph Transformation

In Corollary 4.13 we say that there is a simple transformation between a stochastic time expanded graph

G, built for a deterministic case, and the deterministic time expanded graph built for that same case. Since

we are dealing with a deterministic case we know exactly what time the mission starts so we can assume the

start time is time 0. This means that in the graph G, there is no arcs entering to nodes S.l.t for t > 0. Also,
the only arc leaving node S.0.0 is arc (S.0.0, S.1.0). This means we can delete all nodes S.l.t for t > 0 and

node S.0.0 from the graph since they are essentially useless. By deleting these nodes from G, the resulting

graph is exactly graph Gd. This is the simple transformation between G, and Gd mentioned in Corollary

4.13 which makes the graphs G, and Gd identical. With this transformation we can interchangeably use the

flow variable x for problem 3.3.1 with the x flow variable in problem 4.3.7.

A.3. Useful Lemma

The following lemma is used when constructing Formulation 4.3.7, and when reinserting the energy

constraint in Section 4.6.

Lemma A.1. Let,

f =max c x

S. t.

X E X

g(x) < b

g(x) =min d y

S. t.

y C Y(x)

h =max c x
S. t.

X E X

d y < b

y E Y(x)



Where X is the feasible region for the decision vector x and Y(x) is the feasible region for the decision vector
y dependent on x. Then f = h.

PROOF. (<) Let x be a feasible solution to f. Let y be the optimal solution to g(x). Then x, y
are feasible solutions to h.

(>) Let x and y be a feasible solution to h. Let y* be the optimal solution to g(x). Then g(x)
d y* < d y < b. So x is a feasible solution to f.

D
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